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Inbred strains of C5731 and NIH nice infected with the A/S 
strain of PlIANALM tchabeydi usually developed high paraaitasmias but 
infections were rarely fatal in im®unocoepetent mice and in most mice 
the parasites could be eradicated within 53 days or less. 'P he immune 
response of C57B1 and NTH mice to infection with the A/3 strain of 
P. chab+iudi was studied. The principle method used in this study for 
investigating the immune response of the mice was to examine the Insanity 
conferred on sy'ng+sneic mice, either X-irradiated or non-irradiated, by 
transferring to them lymphoid cells or serum from immune or semi-immune 
donors. The lrphoid cell populations examined were unfraotionated spleen 
cells, nylon wool column enr{ahed subpopulations of tlymus-derived 
lymphocytes (T cells) and the so-called buraa-derived 1 phocytee (B cells), 
bone marrow cells and phagocytic cells. In the course of these experiments 
observations were made on the effect of X-jrradistion on the subsequent 
growth and multiplication of the parasite. 
In sddition, an vitro assay for antibody-dependent cell 
mediated cytotoxicity was used to investigate the activity of splenic 
K cells during malaria infection. K cells are lymphoifi cells which may 
include lymphocytes of an unle£3nei category, but possess receptors for 
the ?c portion of antibody on their surface and have the ability to non- 
specifically lyse target cells coated in antibodies. 
a) The adoptive transfer of i ii to i, chazbau3i with iri%rjzj ,; nle 
cells. 
Spleen calls from mice which had previously been infected with 
?. ch'ibsoudi were able to confer some immunity on syngeneic mice which had 
been irradiated with 6^? or 800 rails. The protection was detected as a 
shortened patent parasitaem: L. -. in i:. rmune co11 recipients compared to 
controls. The early exncrinents ir. I. icated ti v,. iac or using irradiated 
recipien', rath-ar than nor_-i, - mice, 
sri. n. filer numbers o 5...: c -13L; : ; ra reý, a_. r r_ ýu pro . Otc -1-tact 
iinm irii', y than in non-irra +. iate l nice p b) there was an lification of 
to ; -ii ' 'crence in the duration of primary ex sitg. cri-Las in recipients of 
immure cells ;. rý. norau -. l cells co lpe red to non-Lrr . 1iated mice and 
cl.. e t rr !. d i. _ 
test nn st t', -otecttve eff cý of 
by the hosts own 
immune systen. 
: =. n initial non-specific resistance to . chabau: ii infection was 
ohsrrv 3 in rr=idiated m7ces a though the infection in most of these mice 
was subseý; uently more severe than in non-irradiated mice. The non- 
specific resistance cou. li be reduced or abolished by injecting lymphoid 
cells into T nice . shortly -. fier irradiation or by infecting irradiated mice 
more than 15 days after irradi., tion. Other workers suggest that 
following irradiation. the reticulo-endothelial system is stimu1, tn? at 
the time that the non-s-, necific res; stince to was observed. 
b) the adoptive transfer of izmto itv in s_yngene jc mice with enriche 
uo ulations of splenic immune T cells. B. cells, bone marrow cells 
and phagocytes. 
Immunity to r. ch,: baudi coul. 1 i, e adontivoly transferred with 
enriched spleen subpopu1ations of immune T cells or immune B cells in 
mice which had been irr Aiated with 6CC or 3CG r_ais. Th protective 
effects of unfractionated immune cells was, however, iisivaTly better than 
that of either immune T or F cell : -ubpopulations. In most experiments 
r relapsin-Z "r iched immune T cell recipients were more lies ly to ,;:::. 'e 
patent parasitaemLzs than either enriched immune 3 cell recipients or 
iii 
unfractionated L=ane cell recipients. In one experiment a comparison 
was made of the course of' in0ec VT ; >n in mice which had been 
irrad. inte1 with either 600 rads or 300 r%ds and which received injections 
of different immune cells. « dose of 6 CO r- ds pen-. its the im mane 
system of mice to recov-ur from the effects of irradiation, but a dose 
of 800 rads is lethal to mice unless ly' phoii cells _-. re injected a `ter 
irradiation. It was found that in recipients of enriched immune 0 or 
B cells, which had been irradi. , ed with 60C rads, the parasitaemia became 
raubpatent before their equivaL. nts irradiated with BOO red., but t: I<ýt 
there was little i iff-3rence in parasitaemias between recipients of 
unfractior.. ted ire une cells given 600 or 500 r~ s. xperfinents in 
which enriched immune T cells and B cells were recombined and injected 
into syngeneic mice gave inconclusive results as to whether the immune 
subpopulations acted synergistically. Similar experiments in which 
immune subpopulations of lymphoid cells were recombined with normal 
suhponulations of lvrohoii cell- demonstrated that the latter cells id 
not enhance the protective effect of the former cells. Hone marrow 
cells from immune mice were able to confer some protection onsyngeneic 
recipients, but were not as protective as enriched immune T cells or 3 
cells. The results obtained in adoptive transfer experiments using 
phagocytic cells from the spleen of immune mice depended on the length 
of time spleen cells were incubated in petri-dishes at 3700 before 
harvesting the phagocytes. Using C57E1 mice, phagocytes harvested 
after i hours incubation were as protective -is unfraetfonntei immune 
ceJ. ls in a cell transfer experir-'tent, but phagocytes harvested after 16 
hours incubation were not protective. camiiation of I'M phagocyt&c 
cells after 2,5 hours incubation at 37°U, which were as protective us 
unfractionatel immune spleen cells in a cell transfer experiment, dam©nstrated 
that the petri-dish adherent cells may have contained B lymphocytes. 
c) The passive transfer of' imym. ýnity with serum 4'rov P, Ulpeii 
infente-I Mice. 
The p issive tr . ns£er of serum 
from x5731 mice whi<? h had 
previously been infected w th to nor., -. al or irrtuii-ited syn?, P Pic 
mice demonstrated that the serum recipients were initially protectci from 
infection. irradiatei mice, however, were delayed longer in the onset 
of parasitaemi. a compared to non-1-'r Bated .;. e. Using 'TT rice, sera 
were collected from unfractionated im Fun sploc-i cell recipients, 
enriched immune T ce?. 1 recipients and normal spleen cell reci-dents on 
the 11th clay of sP . chabauff infection, just after peak parnsitaen. 1,1, 
anrl also on the 14th Jay of infect . on. On 
day 1-4, all im: -mane cell 
recipients and most of the enriched imaune T cell recipients had become 
subpatent but all. normal cell recipients still had patent Lifections. 
Sera collected from the different spleen cell recipients on the 11th day 
of infection and passively transferred to irradiated mice ie onstrated 
little protection. Sera collecte I on 'he 14th day of infect ion, however, 
reflected the immune status of the donors i their protective properties 
in mice infected with . cha. The serum i: 'rom unfractionated immune cell 
recipients was the most protective o' t'i- 3 sera when compared to normal 
WT1i serum and the serum from enriched i une T cel1 recipients was 
slightly protective, but the serum from normal cell recipients produced 
an enhanced infection in mice infected with P. chabau°. di. 
d) te njent e1 to ot of fiJAM eaz 
P. chabauai infected mice. 
In a prei iminary investigation of K ce 1. activttyr in the teens 
of P. chahaudi infected mice, it was founts that there wiry oin i. ncre' ei 
activ;. ty of K cells co? 2ectt? d at rnunl peak no. rrisitae? nia comparni to the 
activity of K cells in non-infected mice, r, n . that 
this incrcisei activity' 
could also be found in mice which had recently become subpatent. is the 
v 
target ce' I for sntibody+-de-. pen . ant ce11. -r i ýted cytotoxicity Vioyed 
was the thick re3 bloo: i cell, it i. ^ not known =. heth. er the K cell is 
involve In the killing of ? _= baiz, 11 pLr-si+., ýS. 
These results suggest that both T cells ann B cells and 
antibody may be important in the immune response to P. chäý in mice. 
Primed T cells may act as helper cells in the production of mn. l ri. l 
antibodies, but, as enriched primed T cells could confer protection on 
immunodepressed mice, it is possible that a cell-mediated mechanism of 
immunity may also exist. 
Malaria is a major parasitic disease of man which can 
seriously influence the economy of endemic areas bfr its effect on the 
health of coammities. Ohr one aillion people the each year in 
Africa alow of Aalaria and aany nor* . xparianee morbidity as a result 
of infection. 
The parasite responsible for the disease is classified as the 
genie Plaasodina, suborder fit g na, ordr Sucoccilat subpbrlnu 
, Phylum F as revised by Honigberg, Dalamuth, Dove., 
Corliss, Goldics, Hall, IGadd, Levine, Loeblich, Weiser and Weinrich 
(1964). Parasites which are closely related to the Plasmodidae are 
the suborders Ha moproteidas and tatwocytosoidae. 
Plaamodidae are intruollulsr parasites for most of their lit. 
cycle and have 2 hosts - vertebrates and fessle anopbslins . osquitws. 
'ohs geographical distribution of astiaria is restrietod to warm, humid 
areas which are suited to the dowloprnt of the parasite in the 
®o. quito. 
In the r+artsbrate host there are 2 aohisogonic "also, one in 
fixed tissue cells and the other in red blood cells. A schematic 
diagram of the life cycle is given in F14ure 1. A feeding mosquito 
injects aporosoites into the blood of a vertebrate from its salivary 
gland., and the sporosoite. leave the blood probably within an hour 
(Fairley, 1947; Rwsenswig, Vanderberg, Senabria and Most, 1972), 
The sporozoite eaters liver pareoehyaal cells in the case of aamals 
and (initially, 1Mhoid marophage cello in the case of birds and 
reptiles. The aporosoites develop into exoerythtboytic eahisonts and 
eerosoite" are released which invade erythrocytes of the blood. The 
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The growth cycle of the malaria parasite 
2 
earliest form of parasite sen in Gisasa's stained smears of arjthrocytes, 
resembles a signet ring and Is called the "ring stage" or young 
trophosoite. The parasite entgas, producing malarial pint, until 
it goes through an srythrocytio schisopny, and tsrosoitas we released 
into the blood stress which reinvads susceptible erythrocytes. 
Gamstocytss rather than arythroeytic sohisonts can develop 
after merosoits invasion of erythrocytes. GAmstoaytee do not develop 
further until ingested by a female mosquito. In the stomach of the 
mosquito, male gametocytes (Waroganstooytss) produce after nuclear 
division several male gautos by a process known as "sxflagsllation". 
The sale gametes swim free until they most a female gamete (aaorogamsts ). 
A single alarogaoiie penetrates the asarogaate to fora & sf Ote. The 
stete elrongates# becomes mobile (ookinste) and penetrates the epithelial 
lining of the stomach to form an ooaygt. Sporopny occurs inside the 
oocyst and it eventually bursts, and NOW liberated sporosoites disperse 
to penetrate the salivary glands, whore they remain un il the mosquito 
feeds. 
Lavsran (1340) obeorvsd the ns]. aria paraaits within the 
1 
erythrocytes of infected Iv' ns and loss (189d) first described stays 
in mosquitoes. The entire development of the vector stave of the 
parasite was observed by Grassi and colleagues in 1889 (fom tiwmham, 
1966), The szo-ssyrthrooytio stages were first observed in mammals by 
Garnhaie (1947) and Shortt and Garaheo (194, I )e 
Four species of P ym can infect pant P. faia. w rut, 
_ 
____ P-IgajuLft and P"4va". Of these four, P. faloioaru: a is 
undoubtedly the most important as it is responsible for "esU ant 
tertian" malaria or falaipares malaria which causes moat fatalities 
3 
and morbidity of all four species. Pv is the most widely 
distributed species, occurring in both tropical and more temperate areas, 
and is the cause of "benign tertian" malaria or vivex malaria which is 
not usually fat$1l. P. malariae is not as common as viv although it 
has a wide distr=. iution; unlike P falcina w* or F. vivex which have 
43 hour growth cycle in the erythrocytic stages, i'. malarla@ has a 
72 hour growth cycle and is known as "quartan" malaria. P. qjaJ* has 
the most restricted distribution of these species and is the rarest of 
them to infect an, The growth cycle in the blood taken 43 hours for 
P. ovale. Tike P. vivaýr, P. malarrlae and P ov e are not usually fatal. 
The symptoms of malaria infection include a high fever with 
shivering, often accompanied by body pains, vomiting and diarrhoea. 
These symptoms are caused by the release of toxic products from ruptured 
red blood cells. The infection is accompanied by anaemia, comrionly the 
cause of death in falciparum malaria. The blood flow to body organs is 
decreased during infection. The spleen and liver become enlarged and 
many red blood cells and parasitized red blood cells are removed from 
the circulation by phagocytes. Malarial pigment in also removed from 
the circulation by the spleen and liver which oaases these organs to be 
discoloured. FJecrosis occurs in the kidneys ,.. h. irh may be the result 
of a combination of a reduced blood flow to the organs and the deposition 
of antigen-antibody complexes. Haemorrhaging also occurs in the kidneys 
due to the rupture of blood capillaries caused by the blockage of 
oapill aries by late trophozoites and schizonts. The blockage of blood 
capillaries throughout the body by parasites also increases the anoxia 
already resulting from a decreased blood flow an ! is tart ]-y respons l le 
for the pathogenicity of P. falciparum. 
For practical and ethic. reasons it is often difficult to 
4 
experiment with human malarias. There are problems in adapting human 
malarias to different hosts, such as monkeys, because malaria parasites 
are host specific. Several non-human aalarias, therefore, have been 
used for research purposes. For example, two primate malarias which 
naturally infect monkeys ( oaca irua), g. cZgMlzt and P, knodgei, are 
commonly used. Both of these species are able to infect man. 
F. seUinaceus,, a parasite of jungle fowl, is often used in experiments 
with chickens. 
1. ät. Roäent svea ie s of maim ie. 
The first species of rodent malaria parasite to be identified 
gras named P. ber he by Vincloe and Lips (1948), This parasite was 
found in T euraater and was infective to laboratory mice and 
rate with a preference for development in immature erythroa ha ý\ yteýn wing a 
24 hour growth cycle in the blood. lour years later another rodent 
malaria, P kei (Rodhat, 1952 ), gras identified from the eporoaoites of 
the mosquito Aao hale . duzeni. Rodhain believed the natural host of 
aka to be , 
T. eur r and in fact an infection in these animals , 
and laboratory aiee, vaa often fatal. For P. vlwkei to be adapted to 
Laboratory rats and haastersp it was usually necessary to spianectoaiss 
animals. PP. yigckei has a 24 hour growth cycle in the blood but, unlike 
Peru i, it has no preference for iaaature red blood cells. Landau 
(1965) described a further two rodent parasites in the blood of 
Thawwancs rntilang, one parasite resembling P. berý and named p er hsi 
welii and the other was named -c . P. b"roe` differed from 
P er in aspects of both the exo-erythrocytic and mosquito 
development (Landau and Killick-Kendrick, 1966) and was later renamed 
P. soelii roelii (Killick-Kendrick, 1974). P. chabaudi1 as described by 
5 
Landau, differs from Pgb. rghoi by its preference for mature erythrocytes, 
its larger nuclei and by the smaller numbers of nuclei in erythroc tic 
sahisonts. Also, as with P., y + ei, it was difficult to establish 
infections in laboratory rats and hamsters. g. c band1, in fact, so 
resembled P. iwk that it was classified as a subspecies of P. wt. no i 
(P. vinckei chabaudi) by Bafort (1963). Carter and Wa111ker (1975) 
showed by morphological and enzymic differences that in cloning the 
parasites of Pchabaudi described by Landau, it couli be shown that there 
were actually 2 different parasite populations present, a species named 
P. chabewdi and a subspecies named Pa; iwkei 2etteri. Both of these 
parasites have been found in T. rutilane, unlike F-TIAgkl ei. P. yýteri 
is morphologically similar to the X. viwjai group, the erythrocytic 
trophosoite having a regular outline, few aaioeboid forms, golden pigment 
and similar charaoterietic enzyme fore.. P ; gbi usually has a 
smaller trophosoite than the P. v kei group, is more often amoeboid, 
with little pigment and a denser blue cytoplasm. Schisonts of 
P. o bau31 are different morphologically from those of Z. vckei and are 
usually smaller, as are the eporosoitee. The eusyw forms of z, ghLb 
are also different from that of the f ei group. 
The discovery of rodent malariae has been used to great 
advantage in malaria research and undoubtedly they have contributed 
such to progress in this field in recent years. Apart from financial 
considerations, rodents are easier to maintain than higher animals and 
can be used more readily for large scale investigations in chemotherapy 
and immunology. It should be pointed out, however, that extrapolation 
of results using a rodent malaria model to the human situation should 
be done with caution, and it is probable that investigations with simian 
malarial are often more suitable for this purpose. 
6 
Most work on the immaunology of malaria concerns the asexual 
stag. of the blood and since the results presented in this study concern 
only this stags, the review will concentrate mainly on the ins nology 
of this stag. 
? smunity to malaria can be divided into 2 categoriess 
Innate immunity and acquired imp, mity. Innate Immunity is often 
related to the genetic constitution of the host. For example, with 
heran malaria it has been found that young children with the sickle cell 
trait are less susceptible to infection with ?. t&Iciva (Allison, 1957) 
and young children deficient in the enzyme glucose-6--phosphate 
dehylroanase are also less susceptible to infection (Allison and C1$., 
1961). Malaria parasites "y require receptor sites on the surface of 
erythrocytes for entry into these cons and the Duffy blood group could 
be associated with such reosptorsi Duffy blood group negative human 
erythrocytes are resistant to infection by P. kaoalssi tu vitro whereas 
Duffy blood group positive human erythrocytes are susceptible to 
infection (Miller, Mason, Dvorak, McGinniss and Rodman, 1975). 
Moreover, negroee with a Duffy negative genotype (Py Fy) are resistant 
to infection with , which aay oorrolate with the fact that the 
Duffy negative genotype occurs in high frsgwncy in West Africa where 
P. vim infection Is rare (Miller, Mason, Clyde and MoGinniee, 1976). 
Increased resistance to ktrd j infection '- with age 
has been demonstrated in rate- (Zuckerman and Ioeli, 1953). It has 
been reported that serum factors are not responsible for this age 
resistance (Smalley, 1975) although there is also evidence to the 
contrary (Tosta and Filia, 1976). 
7 
There is little known about the lem i* response to eporozoitee. 
As the infective dose of aporosoites is probably only present in the 
bloodstream for less than 1 hour (Fairlsy, 19471 ftsoonw. ig at slop 1972)0, 
it is possible that this is insufficient time to initiate an 3emwrs 
respanse, assuming the sporosoites are viable. It has been reported, 
however, that if a second does of infective P-ber&Wi sporosoites vas 
injected into rats 8- 36 hours after a primary dose, then the amber 
of secondary exo-erythrocytic forms which develop from the second. inoculum 
is less than half that tspected for the number of eporosoites injected 
(Verbaa, 1975). Acquired is unity to the sporosoite stage of infection 
can be induced in animals and man by the injection of sporosoite antigen. 
Russell, Mulligan and Mohan (1942) Isimznised chickens against 
P. rtallinaoeun with ground and dried, or ultraviolet light killed 
sporosoites. Exoellint Immunity to a bosblogouts sporosoite challenge 
can be induced by X-irradiated sporosoites of X. kUSWi In ales 
(Passenswsig, Vanderberg, Most and Orton, 1969)p P; t inarwo in man 
(Clyde, McCarthy, Miller and Momiok, 1973) and . yivas in man (HaCarthy 
and Clyde, 1977). Antibodies are produced as a result of sporosoite 
immunisation which give a tail like precipitation with sporosoites 
i_Z ,, known as the circuelcporozoite precipitation reaction 
or C. S. P. (Vsndirborg, Nussea$weig and t4oet, 1969). The C. S. P. reaction 
has been demonstrated to parallel the level of immunity in P. Tivax 
infections (McCarthy and C1$., 1977) but it has been shown that the 
peak protection after ia amisation with Y-irradiated sporosoites of 
Z. k2rzh occurred before any C. S. P. antibody we detectable (Spitaloy 
and %ssensweig, 1973). it has also been shown that B cell deficient 
nice coulsi be effectiveely lmmun; sed against eporosoite challenge with 
ß Vjfti Without the appearance of C&S. P. antibody, but T cell deficient 
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mice could not be protected (Chen, Tigelaar and Weinbaum, 1977), 
suggesting that T cellssay be more important in the immune response to 
sporozoitea. Interferon may also have a role in the protection against 
aporoaoite challenge, since mice treated with interferon inducers euch 
as Newcastle Disease virus or statalon have been shown to be resistant 
to sporosoite ohaUenge (Jahiel, Nussensweig, Vanderberg and Vilcek, 1968)9 
Most evidence for unity to the exo-erythrocftio forina of 
infection suggest that there may not be an effective immune response to 
this stage. Shortt and Garnham (1948) demonstrated that if homologous 
viable P. ý1 sporozoites were injected into an immune human, the 
exo-erythrocytic forms -appeared normal in the liver, although no patent 
parasitasmia developed. Similar results were obtained with F be 
in rats by Zoeli (1966). Verhaue (1975)9 however, demonstrated that the 
number of ezorrythroeytee force was decreased in rats infected with the 
blood stages of P. b . 
The persistence of malaria parasites in infected hosts for long 
periods with occasional patent relapses although the host may be 
clinically immune led to the theory of "premunition; which states that 
a low level of parasites was required to remain in the host in order to 
stimulate a strong immunity against reinfection (Sergent, Sargent and 
Donatien, 1933). 
The importance of plasma factors in the protection against the 
blood stages of malarial infection was discovered by Coggeshall and Kumm 
(1937), who demonstrated the passive transfer of immunity to P owlesi 
and R. i ami infection, in mankeya by injecting serum from chronically 
infected (i. e. "Seecun") ankey's into monkeys suffering acute attacks 
of malaria: it was found that the parasitaeeia an mortality in 
recipients was depressed. The passive transfer of protection with 
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serum has been demonstrated with avian ealarias (Talieferro and 
Tallaferro, 1940; hkewil and Goldstein, 1940) and rodent malarial 
(Zuckerman and ()olenser, 19701 Phillips and Jones, 1972; Diggs and 
Oller, 1969; Jaya rdena, Targett, Davies, taucthars and Carter, 1975a; 
Hamburger and Kreier, 1975)* The IgG fraction of im noglobnlin from 
the serum of Immune donors can also be protective in huaans (Cohen, 
McGregor and Carrington, 1961), aonIcsys (Butcher, Cohen and Gsrnhsa, 
1970) and rodents (Diggs and Oller, 1969; Phillips and Jones, 1972). 
There is evidence that newborn children in =1A IOUs areas have high 
levels of as1srial antibodies which suggests that those antibodies 
cross between the mother and the placenta (McGregor and Almon, 1971). 
Tittle is known about the complement requirement for iris ty to salsris 
infection, but it has been reported that the third component is not 
required for immunity to X. Jngb2i (Diggs, Shan, Briggs, Landensleyer 
and Webb, 1972), 
The reticulo-endothelial system has been recooniesd an being 
Important for the removal of parasites from the blood during acute 
infection (Taliaferro and Cannon, 1936) and this has led to the theory 
that opeonizing antibodies could be important für enhancing phagocytosis. 
tnereweed phagecytosis of malaria parasites by macrophage i, rim has 
been observed with sohiaonts of ZAkWdfiAJ (Brown, Brown, 'R'igg, Phillips 
and Hills, 1970a) and free parasites ofd (fir and fier, 1972; 
Hamburger and irzgr, 1975 ). ? saws serum confers less protection to 
spl, sneatemized late compared with intact rats against Psgbj 
infection (Drown and Phillips, 1974), suggesting the spleen is important 
for the phagocytosia of malaria parasites. Removal of the spleen can 
prolong infection in non-Immune subjects and increase fatalities as has 
been shova with y. bsrrh i infections in rats (hwcckorman and boeli, 1953) 
and LUMI in monkeys (Wyler, Miller and Schmidt, 1977), . during a 
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primary infection, the spleen becomes enlarged and has an increased 
number of phagacytic cells and phooytee, and is more active in removing 
parasites from the circulation than the liver or bone marrow (Taliaferro 
and Cannon, 1936). The spleen, however, may be involved in the anaemia 
which is associated with malaria infection (McGhee, 1960; Zuckerman, 
1960). This could result from stimulation of the retieuloendothelial 
system during malaria infection (Cantrell and Blko, 1970), producing a 
non-specific phagocytosis of red cells, or from the production of auto- 
antibodies against normal red blood cells by the infected host as 
observed in : malaria " infections (Zuokerman, 1960; McGhee, 1976y lustig, 
ftesenmeig and Ruseenmwsig, 19774 although there is also evidence 
against the production of auto-antibodies (Georgs, Stokes, Wicker and 
ibnrad, 1966). 
t mphooytes of the spleen are Involved in the develops nt of a 
protective inne response to malarial infection. The adoptive transfer 
of lymphocytes from rats immune to jP. bergbgj infection was found to 
confer protection on syngeneio recipients (3techschmite, 1969; Roberts 
and Tracey-Patte, 1969; Phillips, 197(3; Cabrera and Alger, 1971) and 
protective antibodies could be produced in these recipients (Phillips, 
1970; Phillips and Jones, 1972). Similarly, immanity can be adoptively 
transferred between syngensic nice with spleen cells from nice immune 
to p (Jayawardena et al., 197ßa). It has become clear that 
tom-derived lymphocytes or T cells are necessary for the establishment 
of immunity. Removal of the thymus (Brown, Allison and Taylor, 1963; 
Stechschulte, 1969b; Chapman and Hanson, 1971; Jayavardena, Targett, 
Carter, Tauchars and Davies, 1977) enhanced rodent malarial infections 
as did treatment of rodents with antia#hymocyte serum (Spire, Silverman 
and Amines, 1970; Brown, 1971; Barker and Powers, 1971; Bruce-Chwatt 
Dorrell and Tipley, 172), In other investigations, however, with 
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fulminating inhctions of Faborg , there is evidence that the 
depletion of T cells by tbynectoay (Wright, 1968) or anti. ttysocyte 
serum treatment (Sheagren and Monaco, 1969; Wright, Masembe and 
Bassfra, 1971) allows rodents to survive longer, or has no effect at all 
on the course of infection (Seitz, 1976). T cells, therefore, may be 
involved in the pathogenesis of malaria infection. The stimulation 
of T cells occurs during P.! ae li infection (Jayavatdena, Targett, 
Iwuohars, Carter, Doenhof£ and newts, 1975b; Ws1nhsun, Evans and 
Tig. laar, 1976a). Delayed hypersensitivity reactions in the shin, 
associated with cell mediated iamunitr have been demonstrated in monkeys 
I une to FMwUsl (Phillips, Wo, lstencrstt, Brown, Broan and Dusonds, 
1970) and in the foot-pad during infection of cyclophosphamide treated 
nice with_P. roelii (Finerty and Krehl, 1976). 7sennity can be 
adoptively transferred with enriched T cells from rats previously 
infected with P_berahei (ffirovn, Jarra and Hills, 1976; Gravely and 
Kreier, 1976). The iyeis of P. borzhst parasites In the presence 
of lymphoid cells with or without iz dsrun has been claimed in one 
investigation (Coleman, Renricca, Stout, Brissette and Saith, 1975). 
Also associated with a cell mediated type of Ii'. unity, a macrophage 
inhibition factor has been demonstrated as a result of P. 70olij infections 
in mice (Coleman, Bruce and Renricca, 1976). 
The is une response to malaria infection may be complicated by 
the occurrence of immuwsuppression during infection. The antibody 
response to heterologous antigens can be depressed during acute malaria 
infection (Salaman, Wedderburn and Br e-Mwatt, 1969; Greenwood, 
Playfair and Torrigiani, 1971) and chronic infection (Wedderburn, Turk and 
Mutt, 1975; McBride, Mickley and Ure, 1977). The depression of the 
antibody response to tetanus toxoid occurred in young children in 
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malarious areas who had at least once during the investigation shown 
patent malaria infection (Me(äegor and Harr, 1962). A decrease in 
Dell-mediated insanity has also been observed in nice infected with 
PgbgrgWi, as they failed to reject skin grafts (Jerusalem, 1968; Sengers 
Jerusalem and Doesburg, 1971. ). Gk'eenwood et al (1971), however, 
observed no change in skin graft rejection by mice infected with 
y221ii. The difference in results obtained with rodent malarias with 
akin graft rejection may be related to the results of Jayawardena at al. 
(1975b) who demonstrated that T cell activity was increased ai% !i size of 
spleen basis (although not at the cellular level) during EaM]ii, 
infections in nice whereas it was decreased during P. berj infections, 
as measured by reactivity to a nonspecific altogsn. Nonspecific 
aitogens had a depressed effect on blood l hocytes from malariow 
children (Moore, Hayworth and Brown, 1974) and on splenic lymphocytes 
in P ber i infected rats (Spira, Golenser and Gory, 1976). 'Mice 
infected with rodent malaria have been found to be less able to produce 
an immune response against concurrent infections of the parasitic Sworn 
T rihurua writs (Phillips, Selby and WkItelin, 1974). Tr u oeoma soli 
(Cox, 1975) or oncogenic viruses (Salssan it al., 1969). 
Greenwood, Brown, De Jeans and Rolborrov (1972) attributed 
immwoosuppression to the decrease in efficiency of lymphoid cells in 
transporting immune complexes to germinal centres of lyephoid tissue. 
Other workers have suggested that microphagee become defective in the 
initiation of antibody production to beterologoue antigens (Irrose, Cook 
end Di tunsio, 1972; Warren and Weidens, 1976). The depletion of T 
and B lymphocytes in lymphoid tissue during cants infection may affect 
the overall immune response (Krettü and Nrtaaensweig, 1974; ( vely, 
Hamburger and Kreier, 1976). The increased activity of sp3+enic 
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suppressor cells to heterologoue antigens during malaria Inflection 
should probably be considered as being an important mechanism of 
immunosuppression (Jayawardena, 1977). The high levels of gamma- 
globulin production associated with malaria infection (Cohen, McGregor 
and Carrington, 1961; Poets and van Niekerk, 1977), could be the result 
of nonspecific stimulation of B cells, perhaps by aB cell mitogen 
associated with malarial antigen (Greenwood and Vick, 1975) 9 causing 
a reduced capacity of B cells to respond to any antigens which are 
introduced to the immune system. Alternatively, plasma cells, possibly 
resulting from the recruitment of B cells by a mitogen, have been shown 
to invade th e dependent areas of lymphoid tissue during P. ber&Mi 
infection in mice and may prevent the proliferation of T cells or their 
interaction with macrophages (Pools and van fiekerk, 1977). In no case, 
however, has i munosappression been associated with the parasite itself. 
There is some indirect evidence that suppressor cells in the spleen of 
PlInal infected monkeys may prevent the eradication of infection since 
monkeys spleneotomised during a chronic infection were able to eradicate 
their infection before non-spleneotoeised monkeys (Wyler et al., 1976). 
Similarly, rate infected with , borgte and subsequently injected with 
spleen cells from syngeneic donors which had recovered from infection, 
took longer to eradicate their infection than controls (Phillips, Brown 
and Hill, in press). 
The presence of soluble antigens circulating in the blood may 
also affect the immune response to the malaria parasite itselfgpossibly 
by antigenic competition which could produce a reduced immune response by 
the host, or by blocking an effector immune response to the parasite 
itself (Wilson, 1974). Soluble antigens were first described by Eaton 
(1939) who shoved with an in v1tro complement fixation test. that, in 
Pk owleai infected monkeys, the level of soluble antigen increased during 
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an acute infection and fell with a decrease in paraeitaemia. Soluble 
antigens have been found to appear duringP. taloitarus infections as 
shown by precipitation teat (McGregor, Turner, Williams and Hall, 1968) 
and these antigens have been physio"chemically and serological], y 
characterised (Wilson, 1974). There is evidence that antigen-antibody 
complexes formed during P. talcitiarum and P. msUriae infections are 
important factors in the high incidence of progressive nephropathies in 
malerious areas (l4ouba, Lambert, Voller and SoTanwo, 1975). 
Antigenic variation of malarial parasites in a phsnoaenon 
which may be at least partially responsible for the prolonged survival 
of the blood stages of the parasite in an infected host. Using 
agglutinating serum with schizont infected 00119 obtained from various 
relapses during a Faknowle i infection in rhesus monkeys, Brown and Brown 
(1965) demonstrated that different antigenic determinants appeared on the 
surface of sohisont infected cells of different relapse populations. 
This suggests that the boat must produce antibodies continually to 
counter the production of new parasite variants. Some evidence for 
antigenie variation by P. falainery* has also been obtained using the 
same serological test (Voller, 1971). There is indirect evidence from 
in studies on P. ber i (Briggs, Wellde and Sedum, 1963) and E'a 
c. nomo1 1 baetinelli (Voller and Rossan, 1969) that these two parasites 
can also undergo antigenic variation. 
One of the main objectives of research in malarial innnmlo® 
Is to produce vaccines which can effectively inmmunize man. Probably 
the most successful type of Vaccine which has been developed to late is 
that containing X-irradiated sporosoites, mentioned previously, which 
can give couplets infra-species protection against mosquito borne 
infections. Employing antigen from the erythrocytic stages of infection, 
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several line, of approach have been examined In vaccination studies. 
Pabtial protection was achieved with beat or for'alin killed avian 
intraorythroc, tic parasites (Gingrich, 1942) and with heat killed Wie, tei 
intraerythrocitic parasites (D'Antonio, 1972). Resistance to infection 
could be produced in rats and mice infected with 1-irradiated erythrocytic 
stages of ? erkhei (Corradetti, 1966; Walde and Sadum, 1967). 
Soluble antigens of -orat could also give protection 
in rodents 
(Jerusalem, Weiss and Poets, 1971; Hamburger and Zuckerman, 1976), but 
in these studies enhancement of parasitasmia could also be obtained in 
vaccinated animals. Carter and Chen (1976) using Y-irradiated infected 
blood from r, gajljrace= infected chickens enriched in gametocytes, not 
only obtained shorter patent parasitaemiae on challenge, but also 
demonstrated that the number of oooyis developing in mosquitoes after 
feeding on immunised chickens during an infective challenge was greatly 
reduced. This result introduced the possibility of the development of 
a vaccine which could break the transmission of mala ia. Nonspecific 
reeietance to . m*111- and P. yjUgk*i infection in nice could be obtained 
by injecting mice with 2x 107 live organise of Bacillus CaLmette-Guerin 
(B. C. G. ) (Clark, Allison and Cox, 1976). Interferon inducers euch as 
Newcastle Disease virus my protect rodents against the blood stages of 
F. beý, rg i (Schultz, Huang and Gordon, 1969). 
Owing to the lack of imunogenicity of salari al antigen 9 
adjuvants have been employed to enhance the immune response to the 
antigen 
antigen. Vaccines consisting of soluble T' bee l e} . din conjunction with 
either saporin, hexylamine, lgrdete] Pepsis, levamisole and 
poi einic'-polycytid711c acid produced lower mortality rates, reduced 
parasitaemias and shortened the course of infection in young; rata 
(Deeowitz, 1975). Good protection can be achieved with injections of 
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? round's complete adjuvant (F. C. A. ) incorporating dead sohisonts of 
P. knoyleai in monkeys (Freund, Thomson, Sommer, Walter and Schenkel, 
1945; Targett and Fulton, 1965; Brown, Brown and Hills, 1970b) freeze- 
dried P. knowleei material in monkeys (Cabrera, Speer, Schenkel, Barr and 
Silverman, 1976), and with merosoites (Mitchell, Butcher and Cohen, 1974). 
The protection obtained with P. knowle i antigen incorporated in F. C. A. 
is not strain specific but is species specific (Brown at al, 1970b). 
Other workers have found no protective effect of F. berg-hei antigen 
incorporated in F. C. A. with rodents (Oeeowitz, 1975; Reisen and Hillis, 
1975). 
To be effectivve, antimalarial vaccines may have to produce an 
immunity to infection which is effective against a vide spectrum of 
antigenically different parasites and, possibly, also an immunity that 
overcomes any adverse effects which the parasite may have on the hos* 
immune system, such as 4 anoouppression. 
Vaccines would necessarily promote an immune response to the 
antigen without producing undesirable immunological effects on the host, 
such as auto-immune reactions and grarmlomas caused by F. C. A. (Herbert, 
1973), and for widespread use mast be produced efficiently and economically. 
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Ratios or expriaentr studies 
Most 4 mu nological studies of rodent malarias in recent years 
have involved the use of VrgWj or ?. nj. There hab been a certain 
amount of controversy with regard to the mechanisms of immunity and to 
the involvement of the different types of 1Mboid cells. Very little 
information is available on immunological studies with P, Gcudi 
although a certain amount of knowledrebasw a acquired on this subject 
using, the closely related species Pv cam. It was of interest, 
t"refore, to coi pmre the reeulte of studies on the rnechanii of 
immunity to P baudi with those of the other rodent malar as. 
The role of T c®lle, B cells, bons narrow and phagocytic cells 
in the immune response to P. borgbgi or P. yoeli in rats and mice has 
been examined in adoptive transfer studies. In these studies lymphoid 
cells or subpopulations of lymphoid cells were transferred fron previously 
infected rodents into inbred syngeneic recipients. Similar experiments 
were carried out in this study usin4? inbred strains of mice and 
respectively, 
?. chabau4j as the host and parasite Models, 1\ Tn order to observe as far 
as possible the protective effect of primed donor lymphoii cello in 
recipient mice, recipients were first immunodepreased by X-irr diation, 
eitherp. rtiaUy or completely, before the injection of donor cells. 
In farther »rlmente, the c. velöpmeot of humoral lnmwnity in 
cell recipients was examined, and in addition, the effect on the growth 
and multiplication of parasites in X-irradiated mice was also observed. 
Aa it has recently been suggested that cytotoxic cello may be 
responsible for the killing of malaria parasites (Coleman at al., 1975), 
fro experiments were also performed in which the non-specific 
antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity of lymphoid calls from 
the spleens of malaria infected mice w-ia c-np. re3 to that of 1yniihoid 
cells from the spleens of normal mice. 
`'1P Ae well as providing a comparison with invest, ntionF o. -` 
immune response to other rodent malarias,, imrn=logieal stu'ilos wit'-- 
P. chabawU may provide a suitable model system, the remelts of which 
could be extrapolated to malarias of higher anir1). , a-ß-1 wn. : iowledge 
of the mechanie'ns of immunity in mammals may lead to the development of 
lB 
antimalarial vaccines which preferentially stimulate the cells which are 
responsible directly for killing malaria parasites or are responsible 
for inducing the killing of malaria parasites by the production of 
cytotoxic factors or antibody. 
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CHAP'! ER 2 
audi 
r1aamodiu* ohabaudi, the ! /9 strain, was isolated and cloned 
as previously described (Walliksr, Carter and Morgan, 1973), and 
supplied by Dr. Walliker (University of Edinburgh). Infected blood was 
routinely passaged every 3 or 4 days is mice. Blood was normally 
removed by cardiac puncture from infected mice under ether snaosthesia 
with a syringe containing heparin (Evans Medical Ltd. or B. D. H. Chemicals 
Ltd. ) in Hank's balanced salt solution (9.5.5. ). The final concentration 
of heparin was adjusted to 10 or 17 units per m1. Heparinised blood 
was diluted, if necessary, in Rank's B. 5.5, or medium 199 (Giboo-Biocult) 
for injecting intraperitoneal]y or intravenously into recipient mice as 
indicated in the text. Infected blood was kept on ice at 4°C before 
in, te' Lion. 
Parasite populations which were not required for current 
emPer: Lments vsre frozen at -SO°C for medium tern preservation or at -1960C 
for long term preservation. Infected blood was added to an equal 
volume of 20% glycerol in 25% foetal calf serum (f. c. s., Gibco-Biocult) 
Krebs Ringer Solution (Krebs and Eggleston, 1940) and was aliquoted into 
capillary tubes or glass vials which were sealed on a binnen flame. 
For freezing to -g0°C the blood was placed in a thermos flank containing 
solid carbon dioxide. Flasks containing ]. Squid nitrogen were used for 
preservation at -196°C. before blood was placed into liquid nitrogen,, 
it was left overnight in a thermos flank containing solid carbon dioxide. 
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Infected blood wait rapidly thawed, by immersion of the glass 
container into water at room temperature, end drawn into a syringe for 
injection into mice. 
M 
The strains of mice used were Inbred NIH mice (Anglia TAboratory 
Animals) and inbred C57BI mice (Centre for Tropical Veterinary Medicine, 
Easter Bush)* Mice were maintained !* thermostatically controlled rooms 
at 21! = 2aC frith 12 Lure light from 0300 - 200Ch. and with a constant 
supply of Diet 41 (Ocoid)and water. Ualeee otherwise stated, the water 
contained 3g/litre of terrain cin (Pfizer). 
The Wev Zealand strain of rabbit was aced (Ranoh Rabbits, 
Crawley Down). The rabbits were maintained in the came way as mice 
except that they were supplied with Diet 18 ((kaid) and had no terramycin 
in their drinking v&ter. 
X-irra, diu of sine 
Mice were exposed to 600 or Soo rails whole body X-irradiation 
Using a sieMaa II X-ray machine (300 K. V., 12 ®. lº., T orens I filter, 
9ftU eins of 20 x 15 om., source distance 50er, producing approximately 
112 rods Der miaute). 
T phoid cell suspensions were prepared from pooled spleens or 
bone narrow cells. For the preparation of lymphoid cell suapensiona, 
spleens or hind lege were removed from mice which had been killed by 
cervical dislocation. These Bice had been infected once or infocted 
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and then reinfected homologously on one or more occasions. lymphoid 
cells obtained from these animals are referred to as immune cells and 
lymphoid cells obtained from previously uninfected animals are referred 
to as normal cells. Within I hour or on the day following irradiation, 
irradiated mice were injected with syngeneic IMhoid cells either 
intravenously or intraperitoneally as indicated in the texts 
a: t 
cuboovulations. 
Spleens were removed from mice aseptically, and placed in a 
90m Petri-dish containing 10&1 of 5% t. c. s, medium 199nwith 10 unite/ml 
of heparin, 100 unita/al of penicillin + 100f, tg/al streptom'cin (Glaxo). 
This supplemented medium 199 is referred to as 5% f. c. s. 199. The 
spleens were gently disrupted through a metal sieve (mesh eise 60) into 
the 5% f. c. s. 199. Clumps of cells were broken up by passage through 
successively, a 21 gauge and 25 gauge needle. The cell suspensions 
were washed three time by centrifugation (2508) In 15ml conical centritU s 
tubes and resuspended in 5% f. e. s. 199. 
Enriched aubpopulations of iacau w spleen cells were obtadrwd 
by the nylon wool filtration method, based on the techniquma of J, f i, as, 
Simpson and Hersenberg (1973) and Tri$io and Oudkovioz (1974). 
Red blood **Us were removed from spleen osll suspension by 
adding 9ml of 0.83% NH4C1 in Trim baffer, pH 7.4, to one of of spleen 
cell suspensions containing approximately 109 tells. After 5 minutes 
incubation at room temperature or at 37°Cj, the cells were washed 3 times 
in 5% f. c. s. 199 and finally resuspended in 5aZ of 5% f. c. s. 199,. A 
glass wool column, made with a 5m1 plastic syringe barrel filled to the 
4m1 mark with glass wool, was clamped in a vertical position and 30ai of 
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Hanke B. S. S. followed by 5ml of 5% t. c. c. 199 was washed through the 
column. The spleen cell suspension, freed of red blood cells, was 
passel through the glanewool column and washed out with 5% f. c. c. 199 
at room temperature. The glasswool column removes some phagooytic cells, 
clumps of celle, dead calla and cell debris. After centrifuging once 
more, the cells were resuspended to give 1-,: 2 x 109 oella/al in 2Q, f. c. e. 
199 warmed to 37°C. Two m+1 of this cell suuapension were run into a nylon 
wool column in a vertical position which had been pro-Incubated for 1.5 
lours at 370C, bathed in 20% f. c. e. 199. This column consisted of the 
barrel of a 10m1 plastic syringe filled to the 6a1 mark with tightly 
packed strands of scrubbed nylon wool (Travenol Laboratories). 9efore 
incubation at 37°C for 1.5 how's, the column was washed through with 
15m1 of 20% f. c. s. 199 and during incubation it was sealed at the top 
with parafilm and at the bottom with a 25 gauges needle stuck in a rubber 
stopper. A few drops of sodium were added to cover the nylon wool after 
the cells had been dropwise run into the column, which was then resealed 
and again incubated at 37°C for 45 minutes. The non-adherent cells 
were run out dropwise from the . ringe. The.. cells were washers out 
with 25m1 of 20% f. c. s. 199 warmed to 37°C and are referred to as the 
enriched T cell Subpopulation. Adherent cells were removed from the 
column by mechanical agitation of the nylon wool bathed in 20. f. c. s. 
199, using a plunger from a 2m1 plastic syringe to R *e adherent cells 
out of the column. The released adherent cells were collected in l(al 
of medium and these cells are referred to as the enriched B cell 
eubpopulation. Both cell subpopulations were washed, resuspended in 
5% f. c. s. 199 and kept on ice until injected into recipients. Cells 
passed through glass wool but not nylon wool columns are referred to as 
unfractionated spleen cello. 
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Enriched populations of strongly adherent calls were obtained 
by incubation at 37°C of 107 spleen cello in 10ml of 10% f. c. s. 199 
in a gam plastic Petri-dioh. 1%r a short incubation period of 1.5 
2.5 hours, the petri-dishes were left in a 37°C incubator. For lonp+er 
incubation periods, the petri-dishes were placed inside a desmicator 
with a 5% CO2 + 95% air gas phase at 37°C. After incubation, non--adherent 
cells were removed by repeated washing of the surface of the Petri-dish, 
and adherent cells were then released from the plastic surface by rubbing 
with a 2*1 plastic syringe plunger into a . all volume of 10% f. c. s. 199. 
The cells were washed 3 times in medium. 
Bonne marrow calla were obtained from the hind legs of mice. 
Marrow cells were forced out of bones with ]al of 5% f. a. s. 199 from a 
lmi plastic syringe. The cells were passed through the syringe once or 
twice to break up clumps and the cell suspension was washed 3 times ani 
resuspended in 5% f. c. c. 199. 
Cell viabilit 
Viabilities of preparations of cells were measured by the 
trypan blue exclusion method (Weir, 19173% One volume of 0.2iß trypan 
blue solution was added to 9 volumes of a cell suspension in 5% f. o. a. 
199. The suspension was incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature 
and then a drop of suspension was put onto a hass slide and covered with 
a coverslip. The slide was exauined under a light microscope with a x25 
objective lens and x10 eye piece and viable cells were counted as those 
not taking up the dye. Viabilities of cells passed through glass wool 
and/or nylon wool columns were usually over 90% and always over 35%. 
Cell numbers for injection into nice were altered to take viability into 
account. 
lmrnunofluore: cence microscopy for 3-iont3f3cüt-ý0n of i-°. °1unoý 1obulin- 
beixlac, Cg1Ig. 
One of the ch iraeterist . cs or 
B cells is the presence of 
i=unog; 1obu"' {. n on the surface of these cells. 13 W1s can be ietected 
using u1trAviolet microscopy by tß. ing the surface I unoglobulin with 
fluorescein conjugated a nttsera directed agaAnst the immunoglobulin, 
where .sT calls, although they-may have some 1r uoglobulin in the cell 
mpnibrane, -Io not heve n it amount lvn able can the . trface to 
iemonstrate stain 3nr 'Raff, 7 
Cell suspensions were wash©l once , ßn3 reauspenie<i to give 5x 
1ý -1x 107 cells in 0,25 ml phosphate buffered saline p!! 7.3, 
To each O. 25ml of cells was added 25pl of 3/10 fluorescein conjugated 
horse anti-mouse imraunoglobulin (Fro essive Tiiboratories Inc., Baltimore) 
diluted in P. 3. S. After 45 minutes incubation on ice, the cells were washed 
3 times in P. B. . and resua: ended to O. äinl in P. B. S. 
drop of cell suspension was pipetteri onto a cIe1:. n glass s He, 
covereri with a covers?. ip ann pl l unier a 'sitz Qrtholux II microscope 
set for ultraviolet iUt in; t one th a 'titan HBO 501, ä -mercury lip, 'x 
KP4'1'? exciting filters,, . TK510 dicbroic begun splitting mirror and a 
K515 suppression filter. '- ' I: _ t,, n 'nc 3 uii , or :. Le Lsa zersion wi 
h 
fj x50 ob'eotive Ions ani a x8 eyepiece. Ambers of L : rxno tobulin- 
benring ce11r. -u-re detected by strong fluorescent staining unter ultrwaviolct 
Light. 
, et9rrir , 
tlon of P ce11 Malare 
, wren ons. o; ' spleen cells in 1). c . c. s. I,? ' *, coat in'. n -Z: 
cells were pelletal and n. 2Lnl of 1/4'? rabt'it ^-,. t `- au thý. y^aocyte ser - -- 
or nor-. 2 rabbit serwa 3ilutrn. l ion i . cone I ýp-i : i33o' !o each pe1? et. 
The pellets were resur. ;a+a, °: n : yc; ýti5 >'. "'c- 3' rci: iuto at 370x: an:! 
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0. ]a1 of 1/10 guinea-pig complement (Wellcome) was added. After a 
further 45 minutee incubation the cell nupenaiona were washed once in 
10% f. c. a. 199 and Dell viabilities were chocked with trypan blue. 
A drop of cell euapeneion containing 5x 106 celle/ml vas 
mixed with a drop of polystyrene latex particles containing 2x 109 
particles/ml (1.8ýt diameter, Dow Chemicals) on a clean glass slide. 
A coverelip was placed on top of the mixture and the slide was incubated 
for 10 minutes at 37°C. The phagocytic cells which took up latex 
particles were counted under a light microscope with oil immersion using 
a x100 objective lens and a xlO eye piece. 
Miss and rabbits were socsaaguinatsd under ether anaesthesia. 
Serum was removed from the blood after allowing it to clot for 1 lour 
at 370C or overnight at 4 0C. Any blood Dells remaining in the serum 
were removed by oentrffuging the serum and separating the supernatant 
from the pel]mt. 
Rabbit anti-moues thymocyte serum was prepared by a method 
based on that of Rose, Parrott and Bruce (1976 ). A rabbit was injected 
intravenously 3 times with washed CBA thymooytes. Two weeks after the 
first injection of 3x 108 cellar a second injection of 4x 103 cells 
was given which was followed 1 week later by a third immunization of 6x 108 
th7mocytes. The serum vas heat-inactivated at 56°C for 20 minutes and 
exhaustively absorbed with CBA mouse red blood cells and liver cello , 
and this was repeated with N IR mouse red blood cells and liver cells, 
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A six month old rabbit was injected intravenously on alternate 
days over 18 days with 2m1 of a 10% suspension of C. R. B. C. 's in P. B. S. 
and was sxsanguinatod, on day 21. Control rabbit serum was obtained 
from the same rabbit, bled from the ear before immunization. The sera 
were heat-inactivated at 56°C for 30 minutes. 
Blood smears were made from the tails of *ice after pricking 
the tip of the tail with a lance. If necessary, the lance was 
sterilised in alcohol between pricks, in order to reduce the 
possibility of passing infected red calla between mice. Fixing and 
staining was oarried out in Coplin jars. Smears were left in 100% 
methanol for 5 minutes for fixing. They were then immersed in 10% 
Gismsa's stain (B. D. R. Chemicals) in a phosphate buffer, p8 7.2 (3g 
Na2-HP04 + 0.6g K2PO4 per litre of distilled water). After 20 minutes 
the smears were removed, washed under the tap and allowed to dry. 
Paraaitasmiaa vare counted under oil immersion with a xlOO objective and 
a z10 eye piece, and calculated as the number of parasitised cells per 
10,000 red blood cells. A field which would normally be counted 
contained between 150 and 200 cells and for each count 2 or 3 fields 
would be examined. For par aeitaomiasbelov 1% more fields were examined 
and a negativeparasitasmia would be considered to have been found if no 
parasites were observed in 50 fields. Peraeitaesiaa were normally 
illustrated on graphs as log10 geometric mean parasitized red blood 
cells (p. r. b. o. ) per 105 red blood cells unlen thervise stated in the 
text. Vertical bars giving standard dsviaations Were placed on graphs 
where it vas trksght necessary and only when there were more than 4 mice 
in a group at the beginning of an experiment. On` graphs where such data 
06 
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was presented, standard deviations were put in only at critical stages 
of an . xpsriaent in order to maintain the clarity of the graphs. 
Mouse spleen cells were prepared as described previously, in 
5% t. c. a. 199, after which they were incubated in 9om pstri-dishes for 
2 hours at 37°C to remove adherent cells, - and then they were washed 
and resuspended in 5% f. a. a. 199. 
C. R. B. C. 'i were obtained from 6-12 weeks old Leghorn chickens 
by cardiac puncture under ether anaesthesia and washed in P. B. S. 3 times. 
A suspension of 2x 108 C. R. B. C. 'e/ml in P. B. S. was prepared and O. lal 
of this suspension vas added to O. lal of 10CpCi 
51Cr labelled sodium 
chromate with specific activity in the range 100 - 35OpCifmg chromium 
(Radiochemical, Amerehaa). After incubation for 1 hour at room 
temperature the labelled C. R. B. C. 's were washed 3 times in P. B. S. and 
adjusted to 5x 105 o*114/ml in 5% f. c. s. 199. 
t lture tubes were 15®1 glass screw top tubes (Fißv Idboratoriaa ) 
and each culture contained 0. W which consisted of O. Lnl C. R. B. C. 'sp 
O. 1ml 5% f. c. s. 199, O. lml spleen cells and O. Im1 diluted rabbit anti- 
C. R. B. C serum or normal rabbit serum. tbntrols consisted of 106 C. R. B. C's 
and antiserum or normal serum in a volute of 0. /m1 The calla were 
incubated at 370C In 5% CO2 + 95% air for 16 hours. After incubation, 
the cells were centrifuged and 20911 of supernatant was removed with an 
Cbcford pipette. Both supernatants and pellets were counted on a gamma 
counter (I. C. W., Autogamma 500). The cytotoxicity was calculated as 
follows: 
cytotoocicity =2x sWernatant count x 
100 
(pellet * supernatant) count 
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A full description of the blood stager of P. chsbaudi is given 
by Carter and Walliker (1975) farlaboratory mice and farthe natural hosts 
the thicket rat (rriamnomys rutila ). Some of the main characteristics 
of p. chabaudi, as described by Carter and Walliker, are presented in 
Chapter 1.2. 
In this study, two strains of mice were used to investigate 
the effect on P. chabandi of the immune reeponee s the 05731 and NIH 
strains. A typical pattern of mean paraeita. mia is given for both 
strains of nice in Figures 2(a) and (b), respectively. 
Six C57B1 ales, 12 weeka old, were injected i. p. with 1x 105 
P. chabgWdi p. r. b. e. and their paresitaemiaa were monitored for 32 days 
(Figure 2(a) ). The mean paraeitaemia rose steadily to a peek between 
days 7 and 9 of infection and then decreased. Between days 15 and 19 
there was another increase in mean peraeitesmia, peaking do duty 19, after 
which the parasitasmias decreased until the mice became mtbpa*ent betrieen 
days 23 and 27. One mouse had a brief patent relapse on day 30 but all 
other mice remained subpatent until day 32. The peaktparasitaemias 
recorded ranged from 27% to 56% and none of the mice died from infection. 
soups of C5781 females, sp3gnsotomised at different times 
after infection showed no recrudees0enoe of parasitasaia 63 days after 
infection with 106 P_ ohbaudi or, b. c., suggesting that the infection 
vas probably eradicated by this timee oily 1 mouse out of 4 had a 
recrudescence if spleneotomized 53 days after infection. 
Fig. 2(a). 
The course of paraeitnemia in C57B1 mice infected 
i. p. with 105 P. c baudi p. r. b. c. (- -  -) 
Fig. 2(b). 
The course of parasitaenia in NIH mice injected 
i. pe with 2x 106 P. chabaudi p. r. b. c. (-A-A-) 
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Four NTH m le s# 13 weeks old, were injected i. p. with 2x 106 
P. chabsudi p. r. b. c. (Figure 2b). The parasitasmta came to a peak on 
day 9 and decreased until all nice were Hubpatent by day 22. The aide 
became subpatent between dayº. 13 and 22. The peak parasitaemiaa ranged 
between 42% and 55%. Although there was no second peak in the mean 
paramitseaia with NIB mice, the downward slops of the graph after peak 
paracitaemia is humped after day 15, as a result of 1 of the 4 nice 
shoving a brief increase in paramitaosia on darr 18 and another shoving 
a levelling off of parasitaeaia around day 18. None of the mice in this 
experiment died from infeotion. 
Death as a result of infection from the A/S strain of P. chabaudi 
in mice seldom occurred in immunocompotent mice, even it a very high 
parasite inoaub= was given. For examples, C57B1 mice could be infected 
with enough parasitized red cells to initiate an infection with a 
paraaitae®ia of 15% and survive the rapid onset of a peak parasitaemia. 
Although no direct comparisons were made, there appeared to be 
little difference in paraeitaemia between the 2 strains of mice employed, 
between mice 8- 52 weeks old or between male and female mice. 
T®unity to P. chabaudi, as measured by the ability of lymphoid 
spleen cells from previously infected animals to oontar protection 
against infection on immunologically naive recipients (Phillips and Jones, 
1972), was found to be retained in C57B1 nice for at least 112 days after 
infection and 143 days after reinfection. NIH sic* were found in one 
experiment to retain imunity up to 173 days after reinfection. 
Reinfection of C574ior NIH aloe after 4 or 5 months respeotively, resulted 
in peak parasitaemiae of 1- 2%, demonstrating that the mice were still 
resistant to infection. 
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The : sexual blood stage of P. chabaudi developed synchronously 
in C57BI and NIH aics Until peak perasita. emia. Sohisogony occurred 
betten 22OCh and QOOh. During the early stages of infection there 
appeared to be no preference for reticulocytes. Five C57BI sales, S weeks 
old, infected with 105 p. r. b. c., appeared to have few reticulocytei 
parasitised, as observed in Gie®sa's stained blood saears, until around 
peak parasitaemia when a reticulocytosis was evident (Table 1). The 
percentage of parasitized reticulocytes between curse 7 and 10 increased 
with the increase in the numbers of retioulocytes in the peripheral 
blood. After peak parasitaemia there was a disturbance of the synchrony 
of infection, most mated bet men days 9 and 10 in this experiment. 
From Gisssa's stained blood sa®ars, the ring forms of the 
. parasite were most abundant during the morning, with single and double 
chromatin dots. The rings developed into trophosoites during the late 
morning and afternoon. As late trophosoites developed into schisonts 
there was a tendency for them to withdraw from the peripheral blood, 
resulting in a noticeable decrease in blood parasita mia. For example, 
in one experiment a 057B1 mouse with a parasitaeaia of 17% at 120C7h, 
had a drop in parasitasmia to 32% between ]20( and 2130h. The number 
of merosoites varied between 4 and 16 but very few schisonts were seen 
in the peripheral circulation with more than 3 nuclei. 
From Table 1, it is evident that mature gametocytes were 
rarely seen in the peripheral circulation during the early stages oP 
infection en-i in this erperiernt none were seen until day 7 of 
infection, which coincided with peak parasitaemia, when 1 or 2 gametocytes 
were usually seen per 103 red cells, The ratio of gametocytes to the 
percentage parasita®mia increaaed between day 7 arid day 14 from . 003 
to . 04 as the paraeitaemia decreased. Mature gametocytes are strongly 
pigmented and easily distinguishable from other forms of the parasite. 
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Adoptive transfer of imamity ti P. o iii using irradiated 
and non-irradiated mice ae recipient. 
BillinghaM, Brent and Medawar (1954) referred to the transfer 
of immunity by lymphoid cells from animals which had previously received 
an antigenic stimulus to non-reactive hosts as "adoptive" immunity. 
Timunity can be transferred between animals in euch a way %, hat cell 
mediated and humoral immunity se A be demonstrated in recipient animals 
(Billinghan, Brent and Medavnir, 1954; Mitohisons, 1957). 
In recent gears, several workers have described the adoptive 
transfer of laaunity to P, bertdwi infection in inbred rats (Stechschelte, 
1969a; Roberts and Tracey Patter 1969; Phillips, 1970; Cabrera and 
Alger, 1971) and to P. roelii in inbred mice (Jayaxardena et al., 1975a). 
All of these workers demonstrated that lymphoid cells from previously 
infected rodents could confer protection on eyngsnsic recipients against 
infection. The spieen., in particular has been found to be a suitable 
source of Immune cells, which may not be surprising in view of the 
importance of the spleen in the control and elimination of infection 
(Zuckerman and Yoeli, 1953; Todorovic, Ferris and Ristic, 1967). 
Experiments were carried out to-bmstigate the adoptive 
transfer of immunity of spleen cells from mice previously infected with 
pgi baudl to syngeneic recipients. These experieento were performed 
using both normal mice and mice which had been exposed to 600 rads whole 
body X-irradiation. Lethal or sublethal X-irradiation treatment of an 
animal results in a depression of the immune response of that animal 
to an antigenic stimulus administered shortly after irradiation 
(Taliaferro and Taliaferro, 1951). The inamuiodepresaion of mice could 
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enable one to ex&u1ne mainly the effects of syngeneic donor lymphoid 
sells in these nice ona J infection as there wouli be a 
substantially reduced contribution to the immune response to infection 
from the host's own immune system. 
Both C57B1 and NIH inbred mies were used in these experiments. 
In the first experiaent to be described, groups of 5-7 
9 weeks old C5761 sales were either non-irradiated or were given 600 
rods 2 days before infection. Eaoh of the mice in these groups was 
injected with either 4x 106 or 4x 107 lI. ne spleen cells intravenously 
(i. v. ) or, 4x 106 or 4x 107 normal spleen cells i. v., on the day 
following irradiation. The imcune spleen cells came from 5 C57B1 males 
which had been infected 3 times, the last time being 13 days before 
their spleens were used. The normal spleen cells came from 5 C5731 
males which were 9 weeks old. Recipients were injected intraperitoneally 
(i. p. ) with 105 P chabaudi p. r. b. c. In this experiment the mice received 
no terrampcin in their drinking water. 
In a second experiment, 9 weeks old : IIH malesin groups of 
3-6 were used, The mice were either irradiated with 600 rads or 
non-irradiated and were injected with either 7x 10 
b 
it murre cells or 
7x 106 normal cells i. v., 1 hour after mice were irradiated. 
Recipients were injected with 2x 106 '. chabaudi p. r. b. c. immediately 
after the injection of spleen cells. The im e spleen cells came 
from .3 -WM sales which had been infected 3 times previously,, the last 
time being 173 days before the spleens were used. Two JIH a& es., which 
were 9 weeks old and had not Previously been in. fected, acted as normal 
cell donors. 
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The mean paranitaemias are given for C57B1 irradiated and 
non-irradiated spleen cell recipients in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). There 
was a clear demonstration of protection in irradiated but not non- 
irradiated recipients of 4x 106 lamme spleen cells. Irradiated 
recipients of 4x 107 immune spleen cells were also clearly protected 
and these mice became subpatent on day 20,5 days before irradiated 
recipwsnt3 of 4x 106 immune spleen cells. Non-irradiated recipients 
of 4x 107 im&, Ane spleen cells became subpapent on darr 16 whereas non- 
irraflited recipients of 4x 107 normal spleen cello became subpatent 
on dAy 21. Thus protection could be conferred on non-irradiated vice 
with a larger number of imsmme spleen Celle. 
Two important points emerge from these results. Firstly, 
the use of irradiated mice amplifies the difference in primary 
parasitaemia patterns between immune spleen cell recipients ani normal 
spleen cell recipients as can be seen in Figures 3(a) and 3(b)ß 
Secondly, the onset of a patent parasitaemia in most irradiated mice 
occurred after that in the non-irradiated mice, indicating an initial 
resistance to infection in irradiated mice injected with either immune 
or normal spleen cells. Possibly associated with this resistance is 
the fact that irradiated immune cell recipients of 4x 106 imauae spleen 
cells had lower peak pzrasitaemias than irradiated r"oipiente of 
4x 107 immune spleen cells (although the latter became submateeºt before 
the former), although this could also have been at least partia lr due 
to an increase in the number of parasitized splenic erythrocytes being 
transferred with 4x 107 inane spleen cells. 
In the eeconti experiment, with T .M mice, there was once more an 
amplification in the patterns of parasitaemia in the irradiated groups 
Fig. 3(a). 
The course of parasitaecmia in C57h1 mice which were 
irradiated with 600 rads or were non-irradiated and 
which were injected i. v. with 4x 10 immune or 
normal spleen cells and ii jrrctod i. p. wit' 1x 105 
. chll2audi p. r. b. c.: --"-- "-- - 600 reds and 
nor., ^o1 spleen cell ., i; --0-- 0- - 
b0^, -r-ids Rnd 
ire . unr ,; pleen. cells; -A- f- non-irrsdi^ted 
and im©une spleen cells; -o -o 
non-irradiated and normal spieen Cr 'L I ;. 
Fie. 3(b). 
The course of parasitaemia in C57u1 mice which were 
irradiated with 600 rads or which were non-irradiated 
and which were injected i. v. with 4x 107 immune or 
normal spleen cells and injected i. p. with 1x 105 
Pschabaudi p. r. b. c.: - -"- -"- - 600 rails and 
normal spleen cello; --o--o-- 600 rads and 
immune spleen cells; -A - A- non-irradiated 
and immune spleen cells; -A -A - 
non-irradiated and normal spleen cells. 
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of mice compared to the non-irradiated groups of mice (Figure '4), The 
irradiated recipients of immune spleen cells were protected to some 
degree and all mice in this group ware subpatent on day 13. Irradiated 
recipients of normal spleen d. Us had a more severe parasitaemia and 
none of these mice were subpatent by clay 25. Non-irradiated recipients 
of immune spleen cells in this experiment had become subpatent 7 days 
before non-irradiated recipients of normal spleen cells, on day 15, 
indicating that the immune cells had conferred now protection onnon- 
irradiated mice. The delay in the onset of patent parasitaeemia in 
irradiated mice is perhaps, in this experiment, not so clear cut, 
possibly because the irradiated normal spleen cell recipient group had 
only 3 mice, and both groups of non-irradiated mice had only 4 mice, 
but perhaps also because mice were infected on the same day as 
irradiation. 
In these experiments immunity was adoptively transferred with 
yngeneic spleen cells from previously infected mice to normal C57 in,. i 
! JIH mice ani also to irradiated mice of both these strains, Such 
adoptive transfer of Immunity has also been demonstrated in rate with 
p Be he (Steohechulte, 1969a; Roberts and Tracey Patte, 1969; 
Phillips, 1970; Cabrera and Alger, 1977. ) an' in mice with , voelii 
(Jayawardena et al., 1975a). 
The use of irradiated animals would appear to be advantageous 
for three reasons. 
Firstly, a smaller number of immune cells was required for the 
expression of Immunity in irradiated recipients than in non-irradiated 
mice, which is fortunate, as the number of cells which are obtained by 
Fig. 4. 
The course of parasitaenia in 600 reds irradiated 
and non-irradiated NIH mice which were injected 
i. y. with 7x 106 immune or normal spleen cells 
and injected i. p. with 2x 106 I. chabaudi p. r. b. c. 
-  -----   normal spleen cells - 600 rads recipients 
-v - v- immune, spleen cells - 600 cads recipients 
"" normal spleen cells - non-irradiated 
recipients 
"-"- irune spleen cells - non-irradiated 
recipients 
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fractionation is relatively small. This suggests that relatively 
small numbers of immune cello are more actively able to express irmunity 
in irradiated mice than in non-irradiated mice. Irradiated animals 
given sensitized lymphoid cells within 24 hours of irradiation produce 
higher titres of specific antibody than do non-irradiated animals 
receiving the same celle, after the sensitizing antigen has been 
administered. (Mitohison, 1957; Airris, Harris, Beals and Smith, 195 
Cochrane and Dixon, 1962; Kornfeld and Usysen, 1963). One possible 
reason for higher antibody titres in irradiated recipients, suggested by 
Cochrane and Dixon, is that due to the depletion of lymphoid tissue of 
radiosensitive lymphoid cells, the transferred sensitized lymphoid cells 
are able to proliferate more easily and subsequently give a better 
antibody response than in non-irradiated recipients. As the 
establishment of immunity to malaria has been associated with increased 
levels of protective antibody in F. berlgtei infected rats (Phillips and 
Jones, 1972), the above reasoning may provide one explanation as to 
why irradiated recipients of immune spleen cells can demonstrate some 
immunity to infection with,, & smaller number of transferred immune spleen 
cells than that required for protection in non-irradiated animals. 
Alternatively, irradiation may deplete mice of radiosensitive suppressor 
cells which control the immune response (Dutton, 1975). 
The second advantage of the use of irradiated mice ij the 
amplification of the differenc3 iwiparasitaemias between irradiated 
recipients of immune cellsand normal spleen cells. Irradiated animals 
which did not receive immune spleen tells had prolonged and more severe 
parasitasnias after infection with PP chabaudi, probably as a result of 
the immunodepreseed host not being able to count an efficient immune 
response with a small number of transferred unprimed lymphoid cells. 
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Thirdly] the experimental system is an extremely useful one 
with which to examine the protective activity of unfractionated 
lymphoid cells or fraotionated subpopulations of lymphoid cells, and 
therefore, it coui possibly increase knowledge of the mechanisms of 
immunity to P. chabaudi in mice. 
Taliaferro, Taliaferro and Simons (1945) described a higher 
susceptibility in irradiated birds to infection with F. ý? i accA1ua or 
PJAmburse Singer (1953), however, showed that irradiated mice had 
lower parasitaemias than non-irradiated mice when infected with Ptbegghoi, 
although a reduction in the number. of reticuloeytes, in irradiated 
animale, which P. berfhei preferentially invades, was believed to be the 
cause or thin nonepeeifie resistance to infection. The initial 
resistance to P. ohabai in irradiated mice may be related to a reduction 
in the number of reticulocytes, but this is unlikely an mice which have 
a pbenylhydrasine induced retieuloeytoeis have a less acute F. ehabaudi 
infection (Ott, 1963). However, it I. possible that 
P chaba di could have a predilection for red blood cells of a particular 
age distribution which are depleted following X-irradiation. 
Owing to the interesting nature of the initial nonapecifio 
resistance of irradiated nice to P. ohab. w i infection, and because it 
may have some importance in the immaune response to infection, further 
investigations were made of the relationship between irradiation of mice 
ani the subsequent infection of these mice (see Chapter 3). 
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The role of different lymphoid Dell types in the immune 
response to malarial infection has been the subject of controversy in 
reasnt years. In this respects two main lines of investigation have 
been employed: prior to infeotion, animals have been depleted of 
lyephoid cell types and / or Injected with spleen, lymph node, bone 
marrow or peritoneal lymphoid ce71a. Tha role of thymus-derived 
lymphooytee or T cells has been examined in animals by depleting them 
of T cells by thymmeotomy or by treatment with anti-ttymocyte serum. 
Neonatal thymectomy (Brown st al., 1968; Steohsohulte, 1969b) or anti- 
thymocyte serum treatment (Spira et al., 1970= Brown, 1971) of rats 
produces more acuto Molzbei infections. Mice treated with anti- 
thymocyte serum and infected with a self-limiting strain of P. berglwi 
(Barker and Powers, 1971) or with F_, -yoolLi 
(Bruce-Chwatt, Dorrell and 
Tipley, 1972) also suffer more acute infections. Neonatally threctomized 
hamsters (Wright, 1968) and antilymphocyte serum treated hamsters (Wright 
at al., 1971) or nice (Sheagron and Monaco, 1969) survive longer with 
fulminating infections of P. I, g , suggesting that T Dells could be 
involved in the pathogenesis of the infection. Congenitally atb aic 
nude mice have more persistent and increased parasitaeaiae of F. 
than phenotypically normal nice (Clark- and . llison, 
1974; Weinbaum 
Evans and Tigelaar, 1976b). Hurra-derived äymphocytes or B cells have 
been removed from mice using an anti-Biohain serum, and as a result 
suffered a markedly increased parasitaemia and mortaiity(Weinbaum, Lvans 
and Tigelaar, 1976b). In other attempts to understand the role of 
T and B cello, either separately or in cooperation with each other, 
enriched populations of immune T or immune !3 cells were transferred to 
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syngeneic rate which were then infected with e hel (mown et al., 
1976; (Iravely ani Wreicr, 1976) and to mice which were infected with 
F. voelli (Tayawardena at al., 1975a). The results of these adoptive 
transfer studios suggested that both T cells and 3 calla are required 
for immunity to theme rodent plas®odia. 
In Chapter 2 it was seen that immunity to P. cbAb U infection 
could be transferred to non-immune irradiated aloe with spleen calla 
from previously infected mice. The infection in the irradiated nice 
which were not reconstituted with immune spleen cells was enhanced 
because irradiation treatment depressed the host's own immune response. 
Thus, It Would be possible to examine the protective effect of 
adoptively transferred Subpopulation® of enriched T cells or B cells 
in irradiated mice in the absence of a significant immune response from 
the host. Previous workers have either used completely 
imsunocompetent animals (Brown at al., 1976; Gravely and Kreier, 1976) 
or animals competent in B cell function (JJravardena et al., 1975a). 
Stbpopulation of enriched immune eplenic T and B collsy 
separated on nylon wool columns (see Materials and *fethoda % were 
transferred to irradiated mice in an attempt to examine the protective 
effect of these rill subpopulationa. It was hoped that these experiments 
would provide information on possible mechanisms of immunity to 
F. c 
F cveximen,, _t 
5.1. 
Groups of 6 or 7 NIri female mice., I; 2 weeks old, were 
irradiated with 800 rads on day 0 and inje cted i. v. 1 hour later with 
either 3"z 10b uafractionated im=ne cell., 1x 10ý' enriched immune 
T cell., 1x 106 enriched immune B cells or 1x 106 normal cells. 
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t mw celia were obtained from the spleens of 2 "1TII females, infected 
on days -70 and -37 ai-i normal cells were obtained from the spleens of 
2,12 weeks old "! TH females. All mice were injected i. p. with 1x 
lOs F. a AkaAJL p. r. b. c, immediately after the injection of spleen cells. 
The mubsr of i, tunoglobulin bearing cello dropped i'os 19% 
for the unfreotionated immune cello to 1.5% in the enriched T pell 
subpopulations and increased to 66% in the enriched B cell . ubpopulation. 
The numbers of pha®ocytic cells were 16%, 5% and 2% for the 
unfractionated immune gelle, the enriched immune B cell, and the 
enriched Immune T cells, respectively. 
The geometric swan parasitausaias for spleen 4*11 recipients 
with appropriately pleased standard deviations are given in Figure 5. 
The best protection was obtained with unfractionated immune do=* cells 
as the mice in this group became subpatent on day 21 and remained so 
throughout the rest of the observation period. Enriched immune B cell 
recipients, containing a threefold increase in n mbers of B cells, 
appeared to be the next beet protected group, becoming subpatent on 
day 25s, although it should be pointed out that there were only 3 
survivors in this group out of 6 mice ty day 25. All of these 3 
survivors had relapsed by day 30. The enriched Immune T cell recipients 
were the least protected of the three groups of mice ""eoiiv ng immune 
Celle. At no time during the first 30 days of infection were more 
than 3 mice out of 6 survivors subpatent. As expected, normal spleen 
cell recipients had the most persistent peraaitaenias and only 3 aice 
survived out of 6 in this group. 
In conclusion, it is evident from this experiment that the 
unfractionated immune cells, when adoptively transferred to 300 rails 
Figure 5" 
Course of parasitaemia of P. chabaudi in Null mice 
irradiated with 800 rads which were injected i. v. 
with either 1x 106iinfrad'tionated immune spleen 
cells -o-o -", 1x 106 enriched immune T cells 
-- Q-Q-1x 106 enriched immune 13 cells e- o- 9 
or 1x 106 normal spleen cello -" - 
The mice were injected i. p. with 1x 105 P'. c baudi 
p. r. b. c. The fractions beside certain symbols 
represent the number of subpatent mice of a group, 
the total number of surviving mice in that group on 
a particular day . 
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irradiated aiaep oonferred a higher degree of immunity than an enriched sub- 
population of immun B cells, which in turn may have conferred a higher 
degrre of is amity than enriah9d immune T oeUs. 
ime21, 
ý 
ti . 
In a similar experiment, 16 weeks old NIH females were 
injected i. v. with with either 2x 106 unfractionated immune Delle, 
enriched immune T cells, enriched immune :) cells or normal cells in 
groups of 6,1 hour after irradiation with *)0 rads on day 0. Immune 
spleen cells cause from 2 NIH females which had been infected on days 
-135 and -16. Normal spleen cells came from 2 uninfected 25 Weeks 
old YIH females. The irradiated recipients were injected i. p. on the 
6 
same day with 2x 10 P. chabaudi p. r. b. c. 
The span paraaitaesias are given in Figure 6. Enriched 
immune T cello, enriched B cells and unfractionated immure cells 
contained 2%, 57% and 26% imcsunoglobulin-bearing cells, respectively. 
As in experiment 5.1 he recipients of unfractionated calls had shorter 
patent paraeitaemias than any other group, becoming subpatent by day 12. 
The recipients of enriched immune T or immune B cells had similar 
parasitaemias, becoming subpatent by day 14 aad in contrast to experiment 5. 
1, none of the mice in these 2 groups relapsed during the observation 
period of 26 days. Once again normal spleen cell recipients wore the 
least protected mice, having prolonged primary parasitasmia9. 
oriaent 53. 
Ecperiients similar to experiments 5.1. and 5.2. were 
p'rformed using recipient ! nice irradiated with 6'x rails. In one 
experiment to be ieecribed, the cell recipients were 32 weeks old C5731 
Fig. 6. 
Course of paraaitaemia of P. c abaudi in LIE mice 
irradiated with 800 rads and in j ectedhv 4 it1,. eitler 
2x 1unfractionated immune cells -O- 0- 
2x 106 enriched immune T cells -- Q-Q- 
2x 106 enriched immune B cells -o -o- or 
2x 1normal spleen cells -9 -"-. The 
mice were injected i. p. with 2x 10ý' achabaudi 
p. r. b. c. 
says otter intection 
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females. The procedure in this experiment differed from experiments 5.1. 
and 5. z in that the nice were irradiated 48 haare before infection 
and 20 }saure before spleen cells were injected, and the spieen cells 
were injected i. p. Groups of 6 mice were injected J. . with 1x 106 
lymphoid calla anri infected by the sane route with 1x 106 E-chahudi 
p. r. b. c. on the foll, oving day. Immune Celle came from the spleens of 
5 C57B1 females infected on days -70,9 -So, -38 and -21 and normal 
cells came from the spleens of 6 previously uninfected 14 weeks oll 
C57B1 females. 
As in the previous e rimenta, the irradiated nice received 
either unfractionated immune spleen calla, enriched immun. T cells, 
enriched immune B cells or untrsctionated normal cells. 
The mean parasitaemias for these groups are preeente3 in 
r ism" 7. The levels of paraaitaenia were follow. d for 67 days. 
The unfractionated iemuie cell recipients once more were the 
best protected group, becoming subp-3tent on day 14 of infection, and all 
mice in this group survived the infection. The enriched immune T cell 
recipients and the enriched ixanune B cell recipients had a similar 
pattern of primary parasitaernia, w. th mice in both groups becoming 
subpatent by day 17. There were only 3 survivors out of 6 mice, 
however, in each of these groups. Most mice in this encperimsnt had 
relapses in parasitaenia 4- 12 days after becoming subpatent but 
relapses in unfractionated immune cell recipients were of a shorter 
duration than in enriched immune T or immune 3 cell recipients. Between 
day 5© and day 67, a count of 2 parasites per 10,0M red blood cells 
was observel for one immune P. cell recipient on day 5, ' an Ia count of 
3-5 parasites per 10,0CC red blool cells was observed for one 
unfractionated immune cell recipient between days 62 - 67, but all 
Figure ?. 
The course of pvrasitaeciia of P. chabaudi in C57b3 
mice irradiated with 600 rads, injected i. p, with 
either 1x 106 unfractionated immune spleen cells 
-O -- O-, 1x 106 enriched immune T cells 
a-QIx 106 enriched immune B cells 
ee or 1x 106 normal spleen cells 
-" -0- The mice were injected i. p. with 1x 
106 P. chabaudi p. r. b. c. The fractions beside 
certain symbols represent the number of subpatent 
mice of a group / the total number of surviving; 
mice in that group, on a particular day 
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other mice in those 2 groups remained elbpatent. Of the 3 surviving 
enrietAd izzune T cell recipients, 2 had relapses between days 50 and 
67 with paraeitaaaias reachiag as high at 1% and 2.5%. 
The results of this chapter will be discussed together with 
the results of chapter 6. 
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6 CHAPTER 
Adoptive transfer of itv with Imum gell an uulationei 
In the previous chapter it vas demonstrated that i®nunity could 
be adoptively tromferred with enriched subpopulations of immune T or 
iamnune B oelia to C57BI mice which has been irradiated with 600 rada and 
in NIH nice which had been irradiated with 800 rads. The results of 
these experiments were essentially similar, with unfractionated i*mune 
spleen cells providing the best protection, but enriched im eT or B 
cells provided some protection. 
Sight hundred reds is a lethal level of radiation for mice 
unless irradiated animals are reconstituted with viable syngeneic 
lymphoid cells. The immune response to infection in mice given 800 
rails mast, therefore, be to a large extent dependent on the lymphoid 
cells injected. Mice receiving a dose of 600 radii generally survive 
without reconstitution with lymphoid cells and can also survive P. chgbaudi 
infection (see chapter 7). This suggests that C57B1 ant "17Th mice 
recover from the immunosuppressive effect of 600 cads sufficiently 
to control an infection of P. chabaudi. 
It was therefore of interest in the type of experiments 
performed in chapter 5, to compare the results obtained after injecting 
the same cell populations into nice irradiated with either 600 or 300 
rede. In this way it may be possible to asaeae the contribution of 
the hosts own immune system to protection against P. ghabaadi in mice 
irradiated with sublethal doses of X-rays. 
The experiment was carrie l out i-A-t! i 'Ji'; mire is it was also 
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desirable to demonstrate protection With subpopulationa of enriched 
immune T and immune B o. Ue in 1Iä mice given 600 rods. 
For both doses of irradiation, 26 weeks old NIH females were 
injected i. v. in groups of 5 or 6 nice with either 1x 106 wnfradLonated 
immuw oolle, 1x 106 enriched 1 autos B oella, 1x 106 enriched imam 
T cello or Ix 106 normal spleen cell®. Tb. imaane cells case from the 
spleens of 3 NIA females which had been infected 3 times with P. cudi, 
the last time being on day -65. The normal polls Dams from the spleens 
of 2 NIH females which gare 16 weeks old. The recipients were injected 
i. p. with 1x 105 P. chsbaudi p. r. b. c. iarosdiatsly after the injection of 
eple*n Cella. 
The number of is unoglobulin acing pelle in the unractionated 
immune cello, the enriched immune B cells and the enriched immune T cells 
va. 24%, 52% and 1.3; 69 r. apmctively. 
Figures ß and 9 illustrate the primary patent parasitasnias 
for mice given 800 rada and 600 rams, respectively. 
For mim given 800 rado the mean parasitaemiaa were essentially 
similar to those in experiment 5.2. The untractionated immune cell 
recipients had shorter patent parasitasnias, becoming subpatent by day 
18, whereas the 2 groups receiving enriched subpopulationa of immune cells 
did not become subpatent until day 23. 
Between day. 35 and 471,3 out of 5 enriched immune T cell 
recipients relapsed, although none of the enriched B cell or unfractionated 
Immune cell recipients did so. Normal cell recipients given 800 rads 
died between days U an 18 of the acute infections suffered. 
Fig. 8. 
The course of parasitaemia of P. chabaudi in 
NIFH mice irradiated with 800 rads,. which were 
injected i. v. with either 1x 10ý' unfractionated 
immune spleen cell: -0-0-, 1x 106 enriched 
immune. T cells -Q -- Q-, 1x 10ý' enriched immune 
ß cells -f --- f- or 1x1 oh' normal spleen cells 
-v -- v- 0 The mice were injected i. p. with 1x 
105 Y. chabaudi p. r. b. c. The fractions beside 
certain symbols represent the number of subpatent 
mice of a group / the total number of surviving mice 
of that group, on a particular day 
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In mice given 600 cads, recipients of normal cello were again 
the least protected of the groups (Figure 9), although 3 out of 5 mice 
survived the infection. In contrast to the mice given 300 cads, the 
primary patent parasitaemia in recipients of the different preparations 
of immune cells followed a similar course. The primary parasitaomia 
in one mouse of the unfractionated immune cell recipients and one of the 
enriched immune B cell recipients were delayed in becoming subpatent. 
This gives the impression in Figure 9, that the enriched immune T cell 
group had slightly better protection, but apart from the 2 individual 
mice from the unfrractionated immune cell group and the enriched immune 
B cell groups, there was little difference between the groups receiving 
immune cells. The enriched immune T cell recipient; relapsed between 
days 20 and 42, whereas only 1 mouse from the unfractionated immune cell 
group relapsed and none of the enriched immune B cell group relapsed. 
A comparison of the course of parasitasaias of the enriched 
immune T cell recipients given either 600 reds or 800 radio is given in 
Figure 10. Also included is the course of paraaitaemia for normal cell 
recipients given 600 cads. The enriched immune T cell recipients given 
600 reds became subpatent on day 16, eight days before those given 800 
reds. By day 23, however, 2 of t'? o 600 rad group had relapsed. 
'Within 13 days of becoming subpatent, 3 of the 7 enriched immune T cell 
recipients given 600 radio had relapsed, while only 1 of those given 
800 radio had relapsed within 15 days of becoming subpatent. By day 35 
all but one of the enriched inome T cell recipients given 600 rads had 
relapsed whereas only one of those given 800 radio had done no. 'Tone of 
the recipients of normal cells given 600 rails became subpatent within the 
first 30 days of infection and 3 animals in this group had died by day 30. 
Fig. 10. 
Couip< rit, on of p<. JrL: itaer ia;: of I . C; hLb, udi in l; I1, 
-o- o- -0-0- 
mice irradiated with £00 or &00 rad8, injected 
i. v. with 1x 106 enriched immune T cells, and 
also 600 rads irradiated riic injected i. v. with 
1x 106 normal spleen cell 9 The mice were 
injected i. p. with 1x 105 P. chabaudi p. r. b. c. 
The fractions beside certain symbols represent 
the number of subpatent mice of a group / the 
total number of surviving mice in that group, 
on a particular day 
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An with recipients of enriched immune T cellos, enriched immune 
B cell recipients given 6ö0 rade became subpatent before those given 
300 reds. There was little difference, however, between the 
unfractionated immer cell recipients give*4600 reds or 800 rads except 
that the mine given 600 rods tended to have higher peak pareaitaomiae. 
Stbpopulations of imme cells containing enriahec! imimme T 
or enriched immune B cells, derived from the spleens of lice previously 
infected with P. cha di, were able to courier a degree of immunity 
against P. cha di infection on n'ngeneio C5781 and Tai puce. Both 
strains of vice given 600 rads could be protected by enriched imuns 
cell subpopulations and NIH mice given 800 rails could also be protected. 
No experiments were carried out with C57B1 mice given 800 reds. 
There is no reason to believe that results would have been obtained 
different from those with NIH mice. 
In 3 experiments in which NIH mice were given 300 radar the 
protective effect of unfractionated imam cells was always better than 
that of enriched immune T or immune B cells. The enriched immune T 
cell and immune B cell recipients became subpatent in 2 of these 
experiments about the same time, but only after the unfractionated 
immune cell recipients had become subpatent. In the third experiment 
(experiment 5.1) a different result was obtained. Little or no 
protection was apparent during the first 30 days of infection with 
enriched immune T cell recipients, As there were only 3 surviving 
enriched immune 3 cell recipients, it in difficult to comment on the 
immune etatuo of these mice, but 2 of them had relapsed within 7 days 
of becoming subpatent. All the unfracticnated immune cell recipients 
became subpatent in this experiment and remained so for at least 16 days 
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after the priasry patent paruita. mid. 
C57B1 nice irradiated with 600 rode could also be conferred 
with a degree of immunity with enriched immune T or B cells, but as with 
NIH mice given 800 cads, better protection was conferred with 
unfractionated immune cells. (This experiment demonstrated that 
immunity could be transferred by injecting immun cells i. p. There 
were, however, more deaths in this experiment than one would have 
normally expected with nice given 600 rads and this may be a reflection 
of the route of injection of lymphoid cells. A high number of deaths 
was a common feature of experiments in which lymphoid cells were injected 
i. p., especially if nice were lethally irradiated. ). 
In NIH nice given 600 radss the unfractionated immune cell 
recipients failed to give better protection than recipients of enriched 
immune T or iminne B cells during the primary patent parasitaemia although, 
in the same experiment, recipients of unfractionated immune cello given 
800 rads had a higher degree of protection conferred on them than 
recipients of enriched immune T or B cells. (Reaultsof 1 experiment 
with NTH nice given 600 rads were, however, similar to those obtained 
in all experiments with mice given 800 rads). 
Overall, the results of these experiments suggest that for the 
most efficient protection of irradiated mice against P. c bau, di infection 
with immune syngeneic Cella, a population containing large proportions 
of T cells and B cells is required. The fact that enriched aubpopulations 
of immune T or immune B cells imparted some protection to recipients 
implies that both T cone and B cells may be required for immunity, 
since protection can be transferred from mice which hate probably 
eradicated an infection of P. chabaudi, the active lymphoid cells are 
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probably memory T and B cells (Cleman, Chaperon and Triplett, 1966; 
R+oelmts and Askonaa, 1972). 
Gravely and Irreier (1976) demonstrated that enriched immune T 
cells, also obtained from nylon wool oolusms, from rats previously 
infected with e ei, although conferring some immunity on syngeneic 
recipients were not as protective as enriched immune B cells or 
recombined enriched immune T and B cells. It is noted, however, that 
in these experiments, smaller numbers of enriched immune T cells than 
enriched immune B cells or recombined Immune cells were used. Using 
immun-absorbent columns to separate splenic T and B lymphocytes, Brown 
it al. (1976) found that enriched immune T cells protected rats from 
P. berahei infection, but that immune T cells in the presence of Immune B 
cells would give better protection. Jayawardena st al. (1975a) 
demonstrated that immunity against could be obtained in ales 
injected with syngsneic, anti e+ complement treated immune spleen cell, 
suspensions. This immunity could also be demonstrated in T cell 
deprived nice and these authors implied that T cells were not directly 
responsible for killing parasites, presumably by acting as cytotoxic 
cells. It this I. the case, an explanation must be sought for the 
protective effect of enriched Immune T cell subpopulatione and the role 
of T cells themselves in this protection. Brown (1971) hu a7gad that 
T cello - may act as 
helper cells for the production of 
protective antibody in the iesune response to wlaria parasites. It has 
been demonstrated in thymectomined animals (Brown st al., 1968; 
Stechachulte, 1969b) and animals treated with anti-thysocyte serum 
(Spire it al.,, 1970; Brown, 1971) that t} mute derived cells and premnably 
T cells are required for immunity to non-fulminating g. boladial infections. 
Antibody has also been shown to be 1sportant in immunity to infection 
(Diggs & Oslerp 1969; Cohen and Butcher, 1970; Phillips and Jones, 1972). 
4 
From the results of Gravely and Kreier (1976), v Brown et al (1976 ), it 
has been suggested that memory T cells in an enriched im: a oT cell 
preparation act as helper cells to host 13 cells in promoting immunity. 
Since in this report irradiated and hence:: imnunosuppreeaed mice were 
used, it is less likely that cooperation of donor cells with the host's 
own immune system would occur. There is evidence, however, of the 
existence of radioresistent T cells (Sprent, Anderson and Niller., 1974; 
Kataska and Sado, 1975; Kadish and Basch, 1975) and B cells (Filarski 
and Cunningham, 1974) and such radioresistant cells may contribute to 
the immune response against infection. 
When NTH Aide were given 600 rods, it was found that the 
enriched isanune T cell recipients demonstrated the same degree of 
(immunity as unfraotionated imam cell recipients during the primary 
parasitaemia, whereas in all experiments where mice were given 30O rads, 
recipients of enriched immune T cells demonstrated a weaker immunity 
than recipients of unfractionated summe ce118. It is possible, 
therefore, that the immune T cells in mice given 600 reds cooperate 
with radioresistant B cells or the recovering host's 3 0013. population 
to generate a protective immune response. Svidence for this comes 
from the fact that enriched immune "' cell recipients given 600 cads, 
became subpatent with regard to their primary perasitaemias before 
the-. r 300 rods equivalents. 
With mice given 800 rads, there is less likelihood for there 
to be cooperation between donor cells and host cells, becýauae of the 
irreparable damage to the immune system which re(niires additional 
donor lymphoid cells for recovery, although suc' Cooperation cannot be 
excluded at this stage. The conststency of results with ^ßcß given : 300 
rads perhaps suggests that cooperation is more likely to occur between 
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donor lymphoid cells. Viability tests on enriched T cell 
subpopulations fron nylon wool columns treated with anti-t ocyte serum 
* compleaent, showed that 72 - 86% of these cells were dead (and, 
therefore, jresumabiy T cells) and 1- 3% were immunoglobulin-bearing 
cello as judged by fluorescent antibody teste. It is not known whether 
such a small percentage of immunoglobul. in-bearing cells represents a 
sufficient number to produce protection in recipients with primed T cells. 
A similar argument could be applied to reasons for the protective 
effect of enriched immune B cells. There was a higher percentage of 
T cells in the enriched immune B cell fractions (up to ]3%) than there 
was of B cells in the enriched immune T cell fractions. In this case, 
however, there would be fewer numbers of T cells in an enriched immune 
B cell fraction to act as helper cells in order to activate the clones 
of memory B cells than there would be in a preparation of unfractionated 
immune cells. Asa ranult there could be a decreased efficiency of 
protective antibody production in enriched immune B cell recipients 
compared to unfractionated immune cell recipients (Arrenbrecht and 
Mitchel&# 1975). 
A population of extremely adherent cells, such as the glass 
adherent immunoglobulin secretory cells which resemble macrophages 
(Lwyi Teplits and &taaard,, 1975) may be important effector cells in 
the immune response to malaria, but may remain adhered to nylon wool. 
Experiments were carried out (see chapter 7) with groups of mice receiving 
enriched immune ?+ immune B cells in a ltl ratio. The results of these 
experiments varied somewhat but protection usually lay somewhere between 
that obtained with unfractionated immune cells and the enriched 
subpopulations of immune T or immune B cells. The reason for recombined 
immune T+ immune B cells not giving as good protection as unfractionated 
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immun os11e W be the result of a lose of certain nylon wool adherent 
cells. Alternatively, theme results may be related to the proportions 
in which enriched immune T cells and immune B cells were added together 
before injection into recipients (chapter 7). 
The observation in the experiments described in these 2 chapters 
of a weaker long tern iamennity in irradiated mice receiving enriched 
immune T cells may reflect an inability on the part of immune T cells to 
induce immity etrong enough to prevent relapse. 
Relapses in malaria may arise for several reasons. Firstly, 
a state of iýunodepression has been described during acute malaria 
infection (Salaman et al. # 1969; Qmwood at a1., 1971; 4ledderburn, 
1974; McBride et al., 1977) and during chronic malaria infection 
(M, Q'egor and Barr, 1962; Wedderburn st al., 1975; McBride at al., 1977) 
which W produce relapses. Secondly, there is some indirect evidence 
that there may be suppression of the immune response to the malaria 
parasite induced by the spleen of monkeys infected chronically with 
since splenectomised animals can eradicate their infections 
before intact animals (Wyler at a1., 1971). Suppressor cells which 
inhibit the vitro immune response to heterologous antigens have been 
detected in the spleen of mice infected with F. k2raei (Jayavardena, 
1977). Thirdly, malaria parasites can undergo antigenic variation 
(Brown and Brotinn, 1965) during infection, producing intra-strain 
antigenic variants which apparently have the ability to evade the immune 
rsspones. 
One of, or combinations of, the above phenomena may produce 
relapses in the enriched T cell recipients. For example, now parasite 
rariants may appear faster than the memory 9 calls can produce antibody 
against thrin. Further, it is known that enriched T cell subpopulatione 
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obtained by the passage of lymphoid cells through nylon wool columns 
contain suppressor cells (Tardieu and Daguillard, 1975). suppressor 
cells in an enriched immune T cell Subpopulation injected into recipients 
may be stimulated during the primary patent parasitssmia to inhibit 
partially the immune response, perhaps leaving; the recipients of these 
cells prone to patent relapses. Alternatively, the recovering host1s 
own immune system may have some effect on the appearance of relapses as 
it was observed that enriched i use T cell recipients given 600 rads 
usually relapsed before those given 800 rads. Once more, this could be 
an effect of suppressor cells from the host's immune system or it could 
be as a result of competition for position within lymphoid tissue between 
increasing numbers of virgin cells and memory calls. 
Although, so far, saah sophaais has been placed on the 
cooperation of T and 9 aelia, a role for a sell-n diatsd type of 
immunity oannot be excluded to explain these results, "spsoially in 
enriched is eT cell recipients. Clark et el. (1975) observed 
ismnity to Da best. r&iaroti. PaToolli and P. vi c Apparent 
intracellular death of parasites in mice previously immunised with B. C. C., 
but in the aase of croti no anti-BabegW antibodies were detected, 
suggesting a cell-mediated type of imimanity was in operation. Delayed 
hypersensitivity, which is associated with a cell-mediated type response, 
has beenbmonstrated in malaria infection (Phillips et a1. ß 1970; Cabrera 
et al., 1976; Finerty andKr. hlj, 1976). A macrophage migration 
inhibition factor which also correlates with a cell-mediated type of 
immunity (Dumonde, Wolstenoroft, Panayis, Mathew, Norley and Howson, 1969) 
is produced by lymphoid cells from nice previously infected with 
P. ZRglii (Colons" et al., 1976). It is also possible that cytotoxic 
cells can lysa ' e- rj parasites or parasitized cello in yita even 
in the abeenco of immune gor= (Coleman et al.  1975). Finerty and 
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Krehl (1976) demonstrated increased resistance to a virulent P 
strain in mice treated with cyclophosphamide, which depletes 1yapbold 
tissue of B cells and possibly other types of lymphoid cells (Turk and 
Poulter, 1972). and this was accompanied by an increased delayed 
hypersensitivity. Delayed hypersensitivity is inhibited by serum 
factors, possibly iasune complexes, in the presence of B cells (Lagrange, 
Mackaness and Killer, 1974; Maaokaness, Lagrange, Miller and Ishibashi, 
1976). Such an inhibition of cell-mediated immunity may occur in 
malaria infections as suggested by the results of Irinerty and Krehl 
(1976). The iuine response which will ultimately be responsible for 
the control and elimination of an infection may depend on a balance 
between cell-mediated and humoral responses controlled by the relative 
proportions and/or activity of different lymphoid cell types in the 
lymphoid tissues. 
In sumary, the experiments in these 2 chapters provide 
evidence that T cells and 13 cells may both be required for an effective 
i response to malaria infection and that probably memory cello of 
each type are produced, which when transferred to syngeneic irradiated 
recipients, enhance an immune response to infection in those recipient.. 
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A) 3vrsrgr betwsen iMbRRZ lmtione of mans _ot14 and other 
It van suggested earlier(pp 48--50) that the immunity to P. ohodaudi 
infection which stems from subpopulations of enriched immune T or immune 
B cells could be a result of cooperation between the immune cell 
subpopulations and the recovering host's i, auune system, or between cells 
of the 2 immune cell subpopulations. Since whlethally irradiated and 
reconstituted mice often do eventually control an infection, it has been 
assumed that the lymphoid cells which are injected into the irradiated 
recipients play a role in controlling infection. However, there is no 
evidence to justify euch an assumption and an experiment will be 
described instigating the contribution to immunity played by 
normal donor cells. 
Experimente will then be described in which subpopulatione 
of normal or immune cells were injected along with enriched immune T 
Delle into irradiated mice. The object of theme experiments was to 
examine for synergy between different cell preparations in recipients 
which could enhance the immunity obtained by injecting enriched immune 
T cells only. 
The contribution of normal donor cells to immunity in nice 
given 600 reds was examined by comparing the course of infection in 
irradiated mice reconstituted with normal spleen cells ani irradiated 
mice which received .o lymphoid cells. 
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Three mice out of 11 NZR females, nine weeks old, were 
injected i. v. with 1.4 x 107 normal spleen cells 1 hour after irradiation. 
A further 2 mice were injected with 1.4 x 107 j==e spleen cells 
obtained from the spleens of mice infected on 3 previous occasions, the 
last time being 173 days before the spleens were used. The 6 remaining 
mice received no spleen cells. All mice were injected i. p. with 2x 
106 F. c baudi p. r. b. c. on the save day, 
The swan parasitaesias are illustrated in Figure 11. 
Irradiated recipients of immune spleen cells gare subpatent on day ii 
whereas none of the recipients of normal spleen cells or the nice not 
given cells became subpatent during the first 18 days of infection. 
There is no apparent evidence of protection conferred by normal spleen 
cells on irradiated recipients when compared to irradiated nice which 
received no spleen cells. In fact, these latter nice appeared to be 
more resistant to infection initially that the former. Theee results 
were confirmed in other etpcriments described in chapter S. It was 
also observed in chapter 4 that C5781. mice given 00 rede arid receiving 
!, x 107 normal spleen cells were no more immune to infection than 
irradiated nice given 4x 106 normal spleen cells. Irradiated mice 
whether injected with normal spleen cells or not, however, can reduce 
their parasitaemias from as high as 44% (i. e. 4.6 on the log10 geometric 
mean scals) down to less than 1% (i. e. 2.0 on the log10 geometric mean 
scale). Most of these mice very quickly develop high level psrasitaemias 
once again within 10 - 15 days of reaching their peak primary 
parasitasmia and the second peak is usually comparable in size with the 
first. 
Fig. 11. 
The course of parasitaeriia of P. chabaudi in INIH 
mice irradiated with 600 rads, which were injected 
i. v. with either 1.4 x 107 normal spleen cells 
-""-, 1.4 x 107 immune spleen cells 
-o-- o- , or were not injected with any spleen 
cells  -  - . The mice were injected i. p. 
with 2x 106 e. chabaudi p. r. b. c. 
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hDeriment 7. z 
Syn. rgy between enriched immune T cells and other subpopulations 
of spleen cells was examined by comparing parasitassias in irradiated 
l mphoid cell recipients which received enriched immune T cells together 
with other selected subpopulations of cello. The first such experiment 
to be described was performed as part of experiment 5.3 from which details 
can be obtained. 
Thirty-two weeks old C57BI females were given 600 reds and 
injected 20 hours after irradiation with either 1x 106 enriched immune 
T cells, 1x 106 enriched immune T cells +1x 106 enriched iadsune B 
c. l]. e, 1x 106 enriched insune T cello +1x 106 enriched normal B cello, 
1x 106 enriched iasrs B cells or 1x 106 enriched normal B cells in 
groups of 6 nice. The dice were injected with 1s 106 1. c so, i p. r. b. c. 
on the following day. 
The mean paraaitae®ias we presented in Figure 12. Irradiated 
recipients of enriched imaisne T+ enriched immure B cells became 
subpatent on day 14, the saes day as unfractionated im=une cell recipients. 
Recipients of enriched Immune T calls + enriched normal B oefs did not 
become subpatent at this tine, but along with the enriched immune T cell 
recipients and enriched inuune B cell recipients became subpatent 
between dam 14 and 17. Supplementing enriched i®une T cells with 
enriched iaetine B cells therefore, may have reduced the length of 
parasitaemia by up to 3 days but enriched normal B cells did not anpear 
to have any enhancing effect on the protective prropertie" of enriched 
immune T cells. 
Fig. 12. 
The course of parasitaemia of P. chabaudi in 
C57B1 mice which were irradiated with 600 rads 
a'id injected i. p. with either 1x 106 enriched 
immune T cell: -- Q-o -- ,1x 106 enriched 
immune T cells +1x 146 enriched immune B cells 
-0 - 0- ,1x 106 enriched immune T cells + 
1x 106 enriched normal B cells -A -, & -, 
1x 106 enriched immune B cells -  -, 
or ix 106 enriched normal B cell; o-o- 
The mice were injected i. p. with 1x 106 
P. ch-abqjLdi p. r. b. c. The fractions beside certain 
symbols represent the number of subpatent mice of 
a group / the total number of surviving mice of 
that group, on a particular day 
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The effect of i mine bone marrow ce118 on infection in 
irradiated recipients given 800 reds was in estigated and also the 
effect of suppleaentink enriched iniaut*e T Della vith t auiis bone marrov 
oe11a. Details of the experiments are contained in experiment 5.2. 
Will females received the same total maber of ]jmphoid cells 
i. ý. (2 x 106), 1 hour after irradiertdon, in groups of 6 nice. Mice 
injected with enrichsd tune T cells + immune bone narrow cells were 
injected with 1a 106 cells of each type. Other groups were injected 
with either enriched li!! IUnu T cellar immune boas morrow calla or 
normal cells. The nice were injected i. p. with 2x 106 P. ohah. 
p. r. b. o . an the same day as oll transfer. 
The mean paraaitasmias are presented in Figure 13. It will 
be recalled fro' experiment 5.2 that uunfractionated immune cell 
recipients became subpatent 2 days before enriched immune T cell 
recipients and enriched immune 13 cell recipients, on day 12. Recipients 
of enriched immune T cells + immune bons marrow cells did not become 
subpatent until day 15, one day after the enriched immune T cell 
recipients which became subpatent on day 14. Three recipients of 
raune bone marrow cells die, dl during the infection, but the surviving 
mice were protected to mom extent, becoming subpatent on day 26. 
A similar type of experiment to experiment 7.2. was carried 
out with NTH sic* given 800 reds. For this xperiment, however, all 
mice were injected with the same total number of cells as in experiment 
7.3. Details of the exeriment are given in experiment S. I. 
Fig. 13. 
The course of parasitaemia of P. chabaudi in VIHH 
mice irradiated with 800 reds and injected i. v. 
6 
with either 2 x 10 enriched immune T cells 
ý 
-o - o- , 1x1 0 enriched immune T cells + 
1x 1immune bone marrow cells -O - 0- 
2x 1immune bone marrow cells --f - A- , or 
normal spleen cells -0-- 0- The mice were 
injected i. p. with 2x 10b ý. chabaudi p. r. b. c. 
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NIH females were given 800 rads and injected 1 hour later with 
either 1x 106 unfrtctionated immune oe11s, 1x 106 enriched imaine T 
+enriched immune B cells (5 x 105 cells of each Subpopulation), 1z 106 
enriched lime T cells or 1x 106 normal cells. The aice were injected 
i. p. with 1x 105 P. cJI&bWI p. r. b. e. on the sause dap. 
The assn peranitmiiaa are presented in Figure 14, The 
recipients of recombined enriched iawne T« enriched iss une B cells 
had a higher degree of isrmtity' than enriched immune T cell recipients, 
but all did not become wbpatent until day 25,4 days after the im une 
unfractionated cell recipients. The r Oipients of enriched imune T 
+ enriched immune B cells, in fact, mere protected to a similar degree, 
as recipients of enriched iss B cells (see experiment S. 1)ß although 
all of the former recipients setrairedrw ereas only 3 out of 6 enriched 
inn'nune B cell recipients wurvived. All but one of the enriched immune 
T" enriched immune B cell recipients relapsed within 10 daym after the 
primary parasitaewia had become subpatent, whereas none of the 
unfractionated immune cell recipients relapsed in this time. 
Di jgueeion 
9nbLthally irradiated C5M aloe rroonetituted with normal 
spleen cello were apparently not able to develop a higher degree of 
immunity than irradiated mice which were not reconstituted with lymphoid 
sells. Peraeitasmia in both those groups of mice, however, did drop 
fro, -, l peak as high as to levels lees than 1%. It is probable that 
the development of immunity would be responsible for such a decreRee in 
parasitaenia although other factors, such as the depletion of the type of 
oell that. P. c_ý preferentially invades, cannot be excluded. Normal 
spleen cells, therefore, appeared to have had little ef°ect on the 
primary parasitaemia in mice irradiated with 600 rede and this implies 
Fig. 14. 
The course of parasitaemia of 2. ohabaudi in NTH 
mice which were irradiated with 800 rads and 
injected i. v. with either 1x 106 unfractionated 
immune spleen cells --O - O- ,5x 105enriched 
immune T cells +5x 105 enriched immune B cells 
1x 106 enriched immune T cells 
QQ, or 1x 1normal spleen cell -" -" 
The mice were injected i. p. with 1x 105 p a'oaud 
p. r. b. c. The fractions beside certain symbols 
represent the number of subpatent mice of a group / 
the total number of surviving mice in that group, 
on a particultir day 
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that the recovering host's irntns system was mainly responsible for the 
protective immune response. The number of normal spleen cells which 
were injected could have boon too small to give an effective jmmune 
response during the time it took for the host's immune system to recover 
sufficiently to mount a primary response. Alttrnatively, the level of 
parasite antigen required for the initiation of a protective immune 
response may not have been reached until the boat's imrn*ne system had 
recovered sufficiently to respond to the antigen. 
enriched subbpopulations of normal rrleen cello did not enhance 
the protective properties of enriched immune To ells. There is some 
indirect evidence from the previous chapter, however, that enriched 
immune T cells nage cooperate with the recovering host's immune system, 
since mice given 600 reds which received enriched immune T cells became 
subpatent after the primary parssitasoia before similar mice given 300 
reds. 
Two sxperiment" have been diecribed in which enriched Imame 
T cells snd enriched ismtne B cells are recombined and injected into 
recipients. In the first experiment, with C57B1. nice given 600 rads, 
the addition of 1x 106 enriched iaeune B cells to 1x 106 enriched 
iamune T cells gave equivalent protection to 1x 106 untractionated 
immune cells and better protection than 1x 106 enriched immune T cells. 
This naggests that the enriched immune B edle may have had an enhancing 
effect on the enriched immune T cells, but this could have been entirely 
an effect of increasing the number of immune Celle in tue rsco. bined 
ia, une csu iWOU-11ua. Furthsrmors, double the mmber of roooobin. d 
enriched ismuns T+B cells conferred proteotion on recipients which 
was only equal to that of 1x 106 unfractionated cells. 
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In the second aperiasnt, using NIE mice given $00 rads, the 
recipients of recombined immune cells received the same total number 
of cells as all other groups. It was found that although the recombined 
is=" cells gave better protection than the same number of enriched 
immune T cells, the protection vs. not as good as that conferred by 
unfractionated immune cells. The recombined immune cello,, in fast, 
appeared to confer a similar degree of protection in recipients to 
enriched iss B cells, although I of the 6 enriched immune B cell 
recipients died and none of the recombined immune cell recipients died. 
Alao in Viii nice gig n 800 rads, immune bons marrow cells did 
not enhance the protective effect of enriched immune T cells, although 
the immune bone narrow cells themselves were slightly protective. 
gravely and Kreier (19%) dsmonsttrated that enriched immune 
T cells recombined with enriched iaaune B eelle after separation on radon 
wool columns were more protective against P-herSW than enriched immune 
T ce112 In sYnPneic rats. As more than twice the amber of recombined 
iuftne cells than enriched immune T tolls eloew were injected into 
recipients in the experiments of Gravely and Kreier, the enhanced 
protection in this instance could also be attributed to an additive 
effect of enriched immune T cells and enriched immune B cells and not 
to syaerSy between the aubpopulationa of cells. 
No conclusive evidence has beer. found in these szperiwnts, 
therefore, for synergy between different lymphoid cell types, to account 
for the superior protective effect against F. ChDA of unfraotionated 
inne cells in syr4pneic recipienta, when compared to enriched Immune 
T cells or enriched immune B cells. 
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aom=iaon of the orotectionggg erred w dt fffMt 
jubsri of un. tract{ionatsd ; UVM cglle or enriched JgMM 
T geile 
The experiments described so far have demonstrated that 
iasnnity can be adoptively transferred to NIX and C57ffi vice against 
oabsui infection with nabers of lymphoid cells in the range of 
1x 1(" -4x 106. One of the problems of using I-irradiated nice is 
the possibility of animals dying during an experiment as a result of 
bacterial infection. In an effort to combat bacterial infection, 
irradiated nice received terraMmein in their drinking water. Lethally 
irradiated nice onst also have a minima number of lpmphoid cells 
injected in order to recover their immunoco , etence. The number of 
splenic ]ympboid cells which can be injected into irradiated recipients 
is, however, limited to the relatively small numbers which can be passed 
through and recovered from nylon wool columns. 
An experiment was carried out in which a range of unfractionated 
immune cells and enriched immune T Delis wore injected into lethally 
irradiated nice, which wore then infected with P. chabkudi. The object 
of this experiment was first to find the number of lymphoid calls 
required to be injected into lethally irradiated nice iu order that the 
nice mould survive, and secondly, to observ the minimal number of immune 
cone required to be injected in order to observe the expression of 
immunity. Another reason for performing this experiments, however, 
was to compare not only this protection conferred by the same number of 
enriched immune T cells and unfraotionated lamme cells, but also to 
examine how the difference in protection between groups injected with 
these cells varied with the numbers of lymphoid cells used. 
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troupe of 6 NIH females, 19 weeks old, were in. b ct. d i. v. 
1 hour after 800 rails irradiation with 1x 105,1 x 106 or 1x 107 
untractionated iemune spleen cells or enriched iimane T cells, or 1x 
107 normal spleen aells. Immune 4p Len Della aase from 3 I+1IA lemalae 
which had been infected 18 montha3 Li, months and 140 dWs before their 
spleens were used. 'Tormal eplnen cells Came from 2 NIH females, which 
were the same age u the recipient . ice. The cell recipients vere 
injected i. p. with 2x 106 P. chabsudi p. r. b. o, immediately after the 
injection of aplan o0118. The peroontags of Sznuroglobulia-bearing 
cells we 22%. 29,5% and 3, o for the unfractionated immune ce Us, normal 
oella and enriched iamme T oohs, mMmativsly. 
The effect of different n=bers of unfrsctionnted immune cell. 
or enriched ismuns T oells on the course of paurnsitasmia is shown in 
Figure 15. Most of the mice which received 1x 105 immune cells died 
between days 11 and 13 and are not included in the graph. Groups of 
nice which received 1x 106 or 1x 107 un ractionated Immune cells or 
enriched f me T cells were protected to earn. degiree when compared to 
the control group which received 1z 107 nahmal as 118. Cowering 
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recipients of 1x 10 and 1x 10 I, yephoid cel lo, better protection was 
conferred by the higher number of immune Cella, in a dose dependent 
manner. Mice receiving either 1x 107 enriched rotte. T cells or 
unfractionated forme, celia all became subpatent 3 days before their 
equivalents which received 1x 106 lymphoid cells. Unfractionated 
unmans cell reelpiente receiving 1x 106 or 1x 107 lymphoid cells 
became subpatent 2 days before their enriched immune T cell counterparts 
which had received the same number of lymphoid calls. 
Fig. 15. 
The course of paraeitaemia of f. c bau&i in NIH 
mice irradiated with 800 rads and injected i. v. 
with either 1x 107 unfractionated immune spleen 
cells "", 1x 107 enriched immune T 
cells   , 1x 10ý unfractionated immune 
spleen cell' --O -O, 1x 106 enriched 
immune T Celia Q-1: 1 , or 1x 107 normal 
spleen cell; -oo-. The mice were injected 
i. p. with 2x 106 . chabaudi p. r. b. c. 
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Macuasion 
It would som to be undesirable to carry out experiments in 
which lese than 1x 106 spleen cello were transferred to each mouse 
given 800 rails, as all aioe which received 1z 103 lymphoid cells died 
eni 2 nice of 6 from each group of nice which received 1x 106 immune 
or normal spleen cells died. One animal from each group receiving 
1x 107 immune or normal spleen 0e11s died, suggesting this would be 
a more suitable mamber of lymphoid cells to use in subsequent studies. 
As the member of lymphoid cells transferred in certain 
adoptive transfer studies is increased, there can be a limit to the 
enhancement of the immune responses by numbers of calla, due to the 
increased numbers of suppressor T cells (Arrenbrecht and Mitchell, 1975). 
In this experiment, ho ever, a difference of 2 days in the length of 
patent primary parasitsemia was observed between the unbuctionated 
jawns cell groups and the enriched isaame T cell group., receiving 
either 1x 106 or 1x 107 lMboid cells. This suggests that there is 
no increased suppressive effect on the s response of recipients of 
either group receiving the larger n aber of lsaphoid cells, or, if there 
is sqq suppressive effect, it is aiaiLr in both groups. 
It is interesting to note that the recipients of 1x 107 
enriched Immane T cells became subpatent only 1 day before the recipients 
of 1x 106 unfraationated U mm calla. With a contamination of 3% 
i oglobulin-bsaring cells, mice which received 1x 107 enriched 
immune T cells vould have received apprcxittately 3x 105 B calla which 
is similar to the number of B cells the unfraction*ted immune cell 
recipients would have obtained. On the other hand, recipients of 
1x 107 unfractionated immune calla became subpatent 5 days before those 
which received 1x 106 enriched t=MW T cells and since there would 
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have been nearly X100 more B cells in an unfraotionntec! Immune cell 
tnooulm in this aase, once again this my be an indication of the 
importance of the requirement of 9 cello in the immune response to 
C) The role of nhUOC! rtic Cella in the t 'rune reaoon 
nice to P. chabandl 
Phagocytic calls of the retioulo-ondothslial system play an 
important roh in the removal of malaria parasites from the peripheral 
circulation (Taliaferro and Cannon, 1936). Evidence suggests that 
activated aaorophagss in the presence of Immune serum have an enhanced 
capacity to phaaoeytose malaria parasites (Brown, 1971; Chow and Kreier, 
1972), The adoptive transfer of peritoneal maarophagss from rate 
jumme to P. bergbei infection did not protect syndeneic recipients from 
infection (4E*chaohnlte, 1969e). 9pisnic mcrophage., however, which 
are, mainly responsible for the phagocyEoeis of paraaitse wars not 
trsn. fbrr d in this study. 
In experiments involving the use of nylon wool columns in the 
present study, cell suspensions were first passed through glass vböt 
columns in order to remove most of the phagocytic cells as well am csell 
debris and clumps of cells. Couparisoný of the protective effect of 
jumm cells passed through glass wool columns and those which were not 
passed through glass wool in mice was made in several riments, 
one such experiment will be described in which the recipient nice were 
not irradiated. 
In another approzch, s-11enic phagocytic cil in fror, iý, we mice 
were adoptively transferred to irradiated eyngeneic recipients in. order to 
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examine the protective effect of these cells against P. chatadi infection 
and 2 of these experiments are described in detail. 
s) 
Populations of spleen cells were filtered through glass wool 
columns as described in Materials and Methods (Chapter 2). Twenty 
woks old non-irradiated C57B1 males were injected i. a. with either 
9x 106 filtered immune calls,, unfiltered immune cells or filtered normal 
cells. The immune cells came from the spleens of 4 C57B1 males which 
had been infected with P. cam 89 days before the spleens were used. 
The normal cells came from 20 veeks, d1d C57B1 males. All mice were 
injected i. p. with 1x 10 
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P. chabaudi p. r. b. o. immediately after the 
injection of spleen cells. 
The mean paraeitaemiae for each group is presented in Figure 
16. It can be seen that both glass wool filtered and unfiltered immune 
oelle conferred better protection than glass wool filtered normal calls 
between days 11 and 19. 
Previous experiments had shown that the filtration of spleen 
cells through glass wool columns could reduce the number of phagocytic 
cells fron 15 - 20% to 5- 10% as measured by the uptake of latex 
particles. The immunity conferred canon-irradiated recipients in this 
experiment with primed lymphoid cells did not produce any more than 
about 5 days subpatency in recipients over the first 21 days, bat there 
is a suggestion that the filtered immune cell recipientswere slightly 
better protected than the unfiltered immune cell recipients. The 
results certainly demonstrate that the glass wool filtered immune cells, 
which are to some extent depleted of phagocytic cel19, w'are not less 
Fig. 16. 
The course of para.: iitaemia of k. chabaudi in 
non-irradiated C57B1 mice injected i. v. with either 
9x 106 glase wool filtered immune spleen cells 
-o-o, 9x 106 unfiltered immune spleen 
cells -00-, or 9x 106 glass wool filtered 
normal ryleen cell 0- 0- The mice were 
injected i. p. with 1x 100 P. chabaudi p. r. b. c. 
The fractions beside certain symbols represent 
the number of subpatent mice of a group / the 
total number of surviving mice in that group, on 
a particular day 
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efficient in conferring protection an syngmneic rocipienta than 
unfiltered gelle. 
b) The ad4Dtiye anafsr of enriched snlenic Dhanocvtic cells from 
The spleen call population which adheres to plastic petri- 
dishes and contains a high proportion of oaorophagss was harvested as 
described in Materials and Methods. In one experiment phagocyt. B war* 
harvested after 16 hours incubation at 37°C. Twelve Meeks old C5791 
females were used in this experiment. Spleen cells from 2 C57B1 
females, isssns donors which had been infected on 3 occasions, the last 
time being 55 days before spleen removal, were injected i. v. into the 
mice 20 hours after they had been irradiated with 600 reds. Spleen 
oe11a from 2 normal 12 weeks old C57B1 females were injected into other 
irradiated ecke. Mice were injected with either 1x 106 unt-ractiorusted 
IwMw cellos iumm phaocy'tic cells or normal cells. The cell 
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recipients were all injected i. p. with 5x 10 Y. ahabsuddi p. r. b. c. 
48 hours after irradiation. 
In another experiment, wing ND! females given 600 raids, 
phagocytes were obtained after 2.5 hours incubation. Twenty hours 
after they were given 600 rads, 32 weeks old NIH nice were injected 
intravenously with either 1x 106 insane phagocytic cells, unfractionated 
iwnwe spleen cello or normal cells. Immune spleen cells came from 
2 NM females, infected on days -330 and -118,, and normal spleen cells 
cams from 2 previously uninfected 32 weeks oll gTIH females. The 
recipients were injected i. v. with 1x 106 P. chakWi p. r. b. c. on the 
game day an the in3ection of spleen cells. 
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Adherent ce la from the snlesna of immune NIH mice, harvested 
i har 5 Hours incubation at 3700, were 63% phagocytic and those from the 
spleens of normal NTH mice were 72% phagocytic, as measured by the 
uptake of polystyrene latex particles. In this experiment immune 
adherent cells clearly had the ability to confer some protection on 
. yngeneic recipients (Figs 17). There was very little difference 
between the course of primary"parasitasmias for recipients of immune 
adherent cells and unfractionated immune spleen cells. A similar degree 
of protection was obtained with immune adherent spleen cells from immune 
C57BI mice infected on days -176, -62 and -11, after 1.5 hours incubation 
of adherent cells at 37°C. 
A somewhat different result was obtained with adherent cells 
using C5731 nice if incubation at 37°C lasted 16 hours. As can be 
seen in Figure 18, immun. adherent cells, which were 30% phagocytic, 
conferred little protection on recipients compared to immune 
unfractionated spleen cells, although around day 14 of infection there 
appeared to be a transitory protective effect. 
Normal adherent cd 1 recipients had paranitaemia patterns 
similar to unfractionated normal eplaen cell recipients in both the 
experiments described. 
The difference in protective properties of immune adherent 
Dells which were harvested after 295 hours or less in PNIH and C57B1 
mice and 16 hours in C57B1 mice, may be attributed to a lose of 
activation of immune macrophages after prolonged incubation La vitro. 
As immune adherent Dells were 80% phagocytic after 16 hours incubation, 
it is unlikely that a defect in phagocytosis is reaTonsible for such a 
lose of activation. 
Fig. 17. 
The course of parasitae : ia of i . chabaudi in 1 Ili 
mice irradiated with 600 rads and injected i. v. 
with 1x 106 unfractionated immune spleen cells 
-Q -- Q-'1u 106 immune phagocytic cells 
harve sted after 2.5 hours incubation at 37oC 
-- AA- or normal spleen cells -o-o- 
The mice were injected i. p. with P. c baudi(ld 
p. r. b. c. 
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Fig. 18. 
The course of paraoitaemia of 1'. chabaudi in U57Bl 
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The immune adherent cells from the eplesne of NIH mice were 
examined for numbers of immunoglobulin-bearing Cells after 2.5 hours 
incubation at 370C, and it was found that 25,5% of these cells were 
3mmunoglobalin-bearing compared to 28% of the unfractionated spleen 
cell population. The fluorescence, however, of many of the adherent 
cells was clearly not as bright as that shown by unfractionated immune 
cells. Cytophylic antibodies adhering to macrophages may have been 
at least partially responsible for the fluorescence observed with adherent 
cells, but it is also possible that B cells were present and if so, they 
may have contributed to the protection conferred by immune adherent 
cells. Phagocytic cells which secrete immunoglobulin have been detected 
which adhere to glass surfaces (LÖirry et al., 1975). The inability of 
C5'7B1 immune adherent cells to confer much protection after 16 hours 
incubation at 37°C may be due to the fact that lymphocytes die rapidly 
in culture (Trowell, 1965) with 50 - 70% cells dead after 24 hours 
culture at 37°C. After only 2.5 hours incubation at 3110C. the viability 
of non-adherent NIH spleen cells fell from 85% to '10%. 
These experiments yield an unsatisfactory conclusion as to 
the protective effect of immune phagooytic cells and the subject should 
be examined in greater depth, especially in light of the fact that 
immune cello depleted of glass wool adherent cello are not less 
protective than unfiltered immune cello. It would perhaps be necessary 
to obtain more pure populations of phagocytes, which should be carefully 
screened for contaminating lymphocytes. For macrophages from immune 
mice to confer protection on recipients, larger numbers of these cello 
may be required, as the number of macrophages in the spleens of infected 
animals developing immunity increases greatly (Taliaferro and Cannon, 
1936). it would also be desirable to isolate phagocytes at different 
times after infection of donor mice, as any active state of macrophages 
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in potentiating immunity may depend on the preaence of parasite antigen 
in immune animals. 
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Qbservationa on reai wo to infection in irr ted mice 
The observation of a non-specific resistance to P. caudi 
infection in irradiated mice during the initial stages of the infection 
was further investigated. Experiments are described in this chapter, in 
which the numbers of ]yophoid cells used to reconstitute irradiated mice 
ani the time of infection in relation to irradiation were varied, in 
order to induce changes in this resistance and possibly to provide some 
insight into the reasons for the resistance. The effect of the 
combination of immune serum and the resistance to infection on the 
initial course of parasitaemia was also examined. 
Groups of 17 weeks old C57B1 males, each containing 6-7 mice 
were irradiated with 600 rado on either day -r9 or day "2 before infection 
and reconstituted i. v. with either 1x 105 or 6x 106 bone marrow cells 
or 6x 106 spleen cello on the day after irradiation. Another group 
of irradiated nice van given no lymphoid cells and a further group 
consisted of non-irradiated control mice. The mice were injected i. v. 
with 1x 106 P. ghabaudi p. r. b. c. on day 0. Mice had no terramycin in 
their drinking water. 
An in the experiments described in chapter ! irradiated mice 
challenged within 2 daps of irradiation showed some initial resistance 
to infection when , )=pared to non-irradiated controls. The parasitnemi. is, 
expressed as a percentage, are illustrated in Figures 19 and 20 for 
this experiment. All groups of mice irradiated on dray -2 showed some 
resistance to infection as they had lower mean aarasitaemias than the 
non-irradiated group up to at least day 6 of infection. The irradiated 
:. ' ig . 19. 
The course of parasitaemia, expressed as a 
percentage, of P. chobaudi in C57B1 mice irradiated 
with 600 rado 2 days before infection and 
injected i. v. with either 6x 106 bone marrow 
cell3 -0-0-91x 145 bone marrow cells 
-e-o-- , or no lymphoid cells -0 - "- 
Another group of mice was neither irradiated nor 
received any lymphoid cells --o-- Q- -. The 
mice were injected i. v. with 1x 10P P. chalbaud 
p. r. b. c. 
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Fig. 20. 
The course of parasitaemia, expressed as a 
percentage, of Y. chabaudi in C57B1 mice irradiated 
with 600 rad3 9 days before infection and injected 
i. v. with either 6x 106 bone marrow cells -O 0-9 
1x 105 bone marrow cells -- n -- o -- , or no 
lymphoid cells 0-0-. Another group of 
mice was neither irradiated nor received any 
lymphoid cells --Q--Q--9 The mice were 
injected i. v. with 1x 10ý Pabaudi p. r. b. c. 
days after infection 
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mice reconstituted with 6x 106 normal spleen cells had a very similar 
course of parasitaemia to those mice reconstituted with 6x 106 bone 
marrow cells and are not included in the graphs. Mice irradiated on 
day -2 and reconstituted with 6x 106 bone marrow cells had generally 
higher peak parasitaemias than other irradiated mice and this may be 
important in view of the results shown in Figure 20. Mice irradiated 
on day -9 and reconstituted with 6x 106 bone marrow cells had no 
resistance to infection and in fact had enhanced parasitaemile compared 
to the non-irradiated controls during the first 6 days of infection. 
The other groups of mice irr9di. rated 9 days before infection still 
demonstrated an initial resistance to infection, although, compared to 
their day -2 counterparts, the resistance was reduced. 
In a similar experiment,, mice were irradiated on ßaye -8 or 
. 4, and essentially the same result was obtained, except that the 
resiatance in nice irradiated 1 dray before infection was not evident 
until day 5 of infection. 
Experiment 2 
As the resistance to infection in the previous experiment 
seemed to decrease in mice irradiated between days -2 and -9 before 
infection, mice were irradiated at various times before infection to 
examine this loss of resistance in greater detail. Accordingly, 10 
weeks old C57B1 males were given 600 rade on day -22, day -15, day -3 
or day -1 without reconstitution with lymphoid cells any]. all were injected 
i. v. with 1x 105 F. cdi p. r. b. c. A control group of non-irradiated 
mice was also included. The mice received no terramVcin in their 
drinking water. 
The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 21. It is 
Fig. 21. 
The course of paraoitaei is in C5T31 mice 
irradiated with 600 cads and injected i. V. 105 
' hsb zud3 p. r. b. c. e it'; er 22 Jaye after 
irr cd1r. tion -"-" -- , 15 days after irractiatior; 
-- 0-O, ý3 df'yc; after irradiation -o-n 
or ' day after irradiation -Q -- Q -- ; '. l, o 
included was a control group of non-irradiated 
rAi. ce -f-A-, 
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evident that mice irradiated on day 22 have enhanced parasitaemias 
cormzre 1 to non-irradiated controls. The other groups of irradiated 
mice demonstrated some initial resistance to infection but the 
resistance in mice irradiated on day -1 and day e3 lasted longer than 
for mice irradiated on day -15. 
geriment 3 
The combined effect of immune serum and the non-specific 
resistance to baud, iR4 Aed by irradiation in mice was investigated. 
The immune serum was obtained from mice which had been infected 35 days 
before sacrifice. One hour after 13 weeks old C57rs1 males had been 
irradiated with 600 rads they were infected i. p. in groups of 3 along 
with non-irradiated animals, with 1 ml of a1 in 4 or a1 in 10 dilution 
in Rank's B. S. S. of immune serum or with Andiiated normal serum. The 
mice were injected i. v. with 5x 104 P. ghaIMtuli p. r. b. o. on the same lay. 
For each blood smear examined with a parasitaemia of less than 
10,000 red blood cells were counted, if necessary, in search of parasites. 
The parasitaemias are presented in Figure 22 and individu'tl parasitaemins 
are given 'n Table 2. 
The irradiated recipients of 1 in 4 diluted immune serum are 
the best protected mice, showing no patent parasitaemia until after day 7, 
at least 3 days after their non-irradisted counterparts, which all 
remained subpatent until day 5. The non-irradiated mice receiving 
1 in 4 djLLted immune serum very quickly reached the level. of parasitaemia 
of irradiated recipients of 1 in 10 immune serum or 1 in 10 normal serum, 
after patent parasitaemiaa had initially been observed. The resistance 
of irradiated mice is evident on day 3. Throughout the first 9 days of 
infection, the non-irradiated recipients of 1 in 10 immune serum had 
higher parasitaemias than irradiated mice which received normal serum, 
Fig. 22. 
The course of parasitaemia of i, chabaudi in 
C57ßl mice which were irradiated or non-irradiated 
and injected i. v. with a1 in 4 or a1 in 10 
dilution of immune serum or undiluted normal serums 
1 in 4 immune serum - 600 reds recipients- O-O-; 
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Mice given Hank's B. S. S. (not shown on the graph) had paroeitaemiaa 
similar to those given normal serum. 
The experiments described in thir, chapter were oarrie3 out 
in order to determine some of the conditions affecting the non-specific 
resistance to infection in irradiated C57B1 mice. Similar results 
have been obtained with 'nH mice. 
It was dieoovered that the length of time between irradiation 
and infection was important. As the period between resistance and 
inoculation of parasites was increased from 2 days to 22 days, the 
initial resistance to infection was lost and the infection couli actually 
be enhanced during the initial stages. In one experiment which was not 
described, the resistance in mice infected 1dV after irradiation was 
not evident until day 5 of infection, suggesting that the mechanism 
which is responsible for the resistance may not influence the parasitaemia 
immediately after irradiation. 
Ikon-specific resistance could be decreased by the injection 
of lymphoid cells into irradiated mice on the day after irradiation. 
It is not known whether there is any relationship between the enhancement 
of parasitaemia after reconstitution with lymphoid cells and the 
enhancement found in mice which received no lymphoid cells challenged 22 
days after irradiation. It is probable that as lymphoid tissue in 
irradiated mice is repopulated with radioresistant stem cells of the 
haemopoietic system (Takada, Takada and Ambras, 1971), a similar 
environment exists in mice by around day 22 as exists in mice roconetittited 
with lymphoid cells at an earlier stage before infection, which produces 
enhanced infections of chabn i in mice treated in both ways. 
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Some possible reason for the non-speoitio resiAtancs to 
infec+. inn in irradiated mice are : 
a) The growth of the parasite could be affected in the irradiated 
hont, for example, by the production of toxic substances from 
pelle ismaged by irradiation. 
b) Irradiation of the host depresses haemvpoeisis and it Is possible 
that the nnmbere of red oe118 of the type preferentially invaded 
by, P. chm bau l are reduced. 
c) There is a depletion of regalatorr cells which control tFw 
lemon restonee to the parasite. 
d) There is a non-specific etimulatlon of the reticulo-sndotheltal 
system which removes parasites or parasitised cells from the 
eirculation. 
Examination of blood aware taken throughout a 24 hour cycle 
from infected mice showed no evidence that intracellu1rjr parasites 
developed from ring to echisont and reinvaded abnormally in trradiited 
mice. The numbers of merozoites produced in schieonts could have been 
affected, however. 
Non-gnecific resistance to P, 122ridw in trradigtei mice has 
been shown to be caused by a reduction in retic'ulocyte numbers (Singer, 
1953). In order to investigate whether or not resistance to P. obabaudi 
in irradiated animals could be due to a reduction in reticulocyte numbers 
in irradiated mice, blood from infected animals was smeared on to slides 
covered with 1` creeyl blue in ethanol which stains for RNA (Emmel and 
Goviyey, I C464). 't'hese smears were fixed and stained in Giemaa'a stain 
for parasite examination. It was evident that in normal mice with 
ßnproximately 1- 2% reticulocytee in the blood, very few reticulocytes 
were invaded at low paraeitaemia. It seemed, therefore, unlikely that 
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the initial decreased par%sita. emia in irradiated mice was -Iue to a 
decrease in reticulocyte numbers, although the parasite may preferentially 
invade blood cells which are intermediate between late reticulocytee 
and mature red cells, and which are not detected by staining with cresyl 
blue or Giemsa's stain. In a further experiment, whole blood was 
injected into irradiated and non-irradiated mice im-iediately before 
infection in order to examine whether the resistance would be still as 
apparent in irradiated mice injected with 'normal' blood cells. 
It was found that if 0.7N1 of blood was injected into dice, irraliIte1 
recipients of whole blood were still as resistant to infection comparel 
to non-irraßitta4 recinipntg. 
Resistance to ttnteria mcnooytogenes and : sruce1i a§ortn, 
infection has been demonstrated in irradigted mice and in athymic nude 
mice (Campbell, Martens, Cooper and McClatchy, 1974; Cheers and Waller, 
1975; Chan, T. ongehawn and Skamene, 1977). Chan et at, postulated 
that the lose of regulatory suppressor T cells (Baker, 1975) may be 
responsible for resistance to bacterial infection since they are 
radiosensitive and are also depleted in nude mice (Okumara and Tada, 
1971; Baker, 1975). Clark and +ilison (1Q75), however, have reported 
enhanced P. yoe1ii infections in nude 'nice. Wyler et ii. (1c)76) 
demonstr'ted indirect evidence for sup'iression by the r; )l®en in the 
eradication of a subclinical Pn infection. The adoptive transfer 
cf spleen calls from IN mice 15 lays after irradiation, when these 
mice would have shorn enhanced parasitaemias on infection, did not affect 
the course of naraettaer is in non-irradiated mice. 
sijivic (197Oa) demonstrated that the nhamcyt; ic function 
of the reticulo-endothelial system as mnaeured by carbon cleRrance test, 
was increased by irradiation of *nice. The clearance rate was increisei 
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with increased doses of irradiation and could be reduced by injecting 
lymph node cells or bone marrow cells into irradirted mice, or by 
introducing antibodies into drinking water (Sljivic, '970b). Since 
bone marrow or spleen cells also reduced or abolished týA partial 
resistance to infection with . cbaudi, it is possible that the 
mechanism for an increase in carbon claarancc in irraiiated mice is 
similar to that causing resistance to ,. chabaudi. Irradiated mice 
given in antibiotic in this study, however, vmre sti? 1 resistant to 
infection. Cheers and Waller (1975) observed an initial incr. cn, red 
resistance to bacterial infection in irraltatei mice and also that 
macrophages from irradiated mice were activated, hav in,,,, an increased 
capacity to ingest bacteria vi &M. The explanation put forward 
by S1jivic and by Cheers and Waller for their observations was that 
the reticulo-endothelial system was stimulated by the leakage of 
bacteria or bacterial endotaxin from the gut. The combination of the 
effect of the immune serum and the non-specific resistance to infection 
to give a much enhanced passive immunity during the initial stages of 
infection, suggests that activated macrophages may be involved in the 
phagocytosis of opsinized parasites as reported in trevious studies 
(Brown, 1971; Crd. ss+el)., Butler, Rossau and Knight, 1771; Chow and 
Kreier, 1972). It is known that stimulation or the reticulo-endothelial 
fitem occurs during Mlaria infections (Caag. Bilbey and Nicol, 1964; 
T, ucia and P? nssenaw"ig, 1969; Cantrell and Elko, 1970). It is not 
known whether this stimulation plays a significant role in the effector 
arm of immune mechaniArRs, although stimulation of the reticulo-endothelial 
system by Cor7nebscterium D makes mice resistant to PberWj2j 
infection ('Ussenaweig, 1967; Clark., Cox -ui' ?1I son,, 1"77), If 
phagocytosis of ra, r3sitep is involved in the noýi-9r ýci y res-11 stancj 
to infection, a decrease in this resistance or enhancement of infection 
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as the length of time increaoeß after irradiation, mey result from n 
blockade of the reticulo-endothelial system caused by the eventual 
uptake of dead cells and cellular debris by fixed macrophages after 
irradiation. The injection of lymphoid cells after irraritation may 
speed up this process. Such a blockade of the reticulo-eniothelial 
system could result in a reduced phagocytosis or in a sunprersed 
cellular or hausoral response to antigen 
(Sabet, *Tewlin and 1Ariedrian, 
1969% 
Irradiated mice in cell transfer studies were all infected 
within 43 hours of irradiation and for the numbers of ly°nphoi. i cells 
injected, it is likely that these mice would initially demonatrate 
some resistance to infection. It is possible that whore mice were 
injected with immune spleen cells, malarial antibodies would be 
producel. A similar situation would arise, therefore, to that in which 
irradiated animals injected with immune serum had an initially enhanced 
immunity while the protective effect of the immune serum lasted, except 
that malarial antibodies woul=3. be continually produced in recipients 
of immune ; pleen cells. Thus, irradiated immune spleen cell recipients 
would establish an enhanced immunity, which may at least part-tally 
explain why a smaller number o° im; iuno cells is required to co-fifer a 
degree of immunity to irradiated mice than to non-irrsUated mice. 
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CHAPTER 9 
gf mane ea gelle or nor &.. es,? ®en c* a during infection 
Passive transfer experiments have demonstrated that inixm ne 
serum provides a degree of protection against malaria infection. Such 
protection has been demonstrated with human malaria (,; ohen at al., 
1961), simian malaria (Coggeshall and ! tumor, 1937; t3utoher et s1., 1970) 
and also rodent malaria (Zuckerman and Qolenser, 1970; Phillips and 
Jones, 1972; Diggs ani 0s1er, 1969; Jaynwardena et 31., ]. )75a; 
Hasburger and Kreier, 1975% The Igo fraction of imnni of; 1obulin has 
been associated with this Immunity (Cohen et al., i,? 61; Diggs and Ogler, 
1969; Butcher et al., 1970; Phillips and Jones, 1972) and the most 
protective antibody in Abe infected rate appears around the time 
of elimination of a malaria infection 
(Philiipe and Jone8,172 ). 
In the previous chapter,, the passive transfer of immunity with 
immune serum was demonstrated with e. chakadi infections in irradiated 
and non-irradiated mice. It was found that better protection was 
obtained with immune serum in irradiated rice tn. in in 101-irrzAdiated 
mice. ? or investigative purposes, therefore, irradiated mice were used 
to examine the protective effect of serum taken at different times during 
infection from irradiated recipients of either tuzt'ractionated immune 
Spleen cells, enriched immune T cells or nor! a1 spleen cells. Mice from 
groups of cell recipients were sacrificed at ' points during a primary 
parasitsemia, serum was collected U Ad pooled for each grý, up, and was 
passively t, ranßrerre into rr l: _ tee recipiorits ww±ii. ch I -A been infected 
with a small inoculum of parasites. 
'+ 7 
Fight months old 'TI ! seal. s were irradiated with 800 rade 
and 2x 106 spleen cells more injected i. v. 1 hour later. Croups of 
20 nice received either unfractionated in tae cells, enriched immwnº T 
cells or normal cells. The immun cells came from 2 ': 'iii femrile donors 
which had been infected 35 days before the spleens were removes. 
Normal cells came from the spleens of 2 non-immune 8months old ! Vr 
females. Spleen cell recipients were injected i. p., on the same dray, as 
cell transfer, with 2x 106 P. chabaudl p. r. b. c. 
The development of paraaitaemia was monitored in 5 or 6 mice 
from each group. On day 11 of infection] half of the vice in each 
group were sacrificed and bled for saran and on day 14 of infection, 
the remaining mice in each group were treat9i simiThr1y. Sera from 
mice within each group were pooled on each day and stored at -20°C until 
required. 
Twelve weeks old ""' females were given 600 rede and 20 hours 
later were infected i. v. with 104 p. r. b. o. of the eame 
parasite population used for infecting the spleen cell recipients. 
shortly afterwards, the mice were injected i. ve with 0.5m1 of pooled 
sera, oo7lected from either the unfractionated immune call recipients, 
the enriched immune T cell recipients or the normal cell recipients on 
days 11 and 14" A control group of irradiated mice was also included 
which received normal NIH serum* Smears from these mice were examined 
for parasites and, if necessary, 10,000 red cello were examined. 
The numbers of inununoglobu] in-ber i-j, cel. 1:. in ::. ý1een cell 
inoeule. were 1;,. ' and 34; ý for the enriched immune T ce' l": °. I the 
dnfractionated immune cells, ronnective. 1 
'0 
The mean primary perasitasmias for cell recipients are 
presented in Figure 23 and the arrows mark the time at which sera were 
collected. Recipients of unfractionated immune cello consistently had 
lower paraaitaemias from days 12. - 14 than recipients of enriched 
immune T cells. Sera were collected just after the peak paraaitaemia 
of recipients of immune cells and then on the day when a sample of 6 
out of 10 remaining unfractionated immune cell recipients became 
subpatent. 
The results of the passive trsnsbr of sera collected on days 
u and 14 are given in Figures 24(a) and 24(b) respeotively and in 
Tables 3(a3 + 3(b) respectively. Generally nice which received serum 
from day 11 of infection showed little protection against infection when 
compared with nice which received normal serum except for the serum from 
nice which received unfractionated imaune cells. Gtr daffy 3,4 out of 5 
of the mice which received serum fro. unfraationated immune colt 
recipients were still subpatent whereas all but one of the mice in the 
other 2 groups which received sera from infected cell recipients were 
shoving patent paraaitasmiaa. One souse, however, in each of the groups 
which received seruR collected on day U from recipients of urfýraationated 
immane calla or enriched immune T cells, ahowwel low pa. #rasitaemiaa 
(Table 3(a)). 
A different result was obtained with the passive transfer of 
sera collected from infected spleen call recipients on day 14. There 
wasprotection throughout the time the parasitasmias were monitored in 
mice given serum Itrom the untractionated cell recipients (Figure 24(b) 
and Table 3(0 ). No parasites were observed in any of these mice on 
day 3 after the passive transfer of serum and, up to day 7, lees than 
l0 parasites per 10,000 red calla were counted for each mouse. Serum 
Fig. cj. 
The course of parasitaemia of P. c baudi in 
NI: i mice irradiated with 800 rads and injected 
wits either 2x 106 unfractionated immune spleen 
cells 0-0-, 2x lob enriched immune T cells 
QQ-, or 2x 106 normal spleen cello 
-"- "- . The mice were injected i. p. with 
2x 106 k. chabaudi p. r. b. c. Sera were collected 
on days 11 and 14, marked with arrows 
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Fig. 24(a). 
The course of paraaitaemia of P. chabaudi in 
4I11 mice irradiated with 600 rads and injected 
i. v. with 0.5m1 of sera collected on the 11th 
day of a F. che. baudi infection in recipients of 
eit}irr 2x 106 unfractionnted immune spleen 
cell. - -- O-O, 2x 106 enriched immune T 
Cell ;QQ-, or 2x 106 normal spleen 
cells -0 -"-. A control group of 600 
rail s-irrracl if. I t O-" Mice received 0.5ml of normal 
NIH serum -o- o- . The serum recipients 
were injected i. v. with 1x 104 P. chabaudi 
p. r. b. c. 
Fig. 24(b). 
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tranaferrei from enriched immune T cell recipients also gave protection 
on day 3, as 4 out of 6 of the infected mice in this group showed no 
parasites. The an parasitaemia in these latter recipients soon rose 
to the level of irradiated recipients of normal NIii serum. The mean 
parasitaemia appeared to be enhanced following the passive transfer of 
serum from normal spleen cell recipients although on dqy 3,2 out of 
the 5 mice in this group were subpatent ani none of the 4 control mice 
were subpatent at this time. 
obvious differences in the degree of protection to i . Chat i 
between groups of mice which had serum passively transferred to ttiam 
from spleen cell recipients infected for 14 days were often not 
statistically significant. In order to confirm the results obtained, 
the remaining sera collected on day 14 were injected into non-irradiated 
mice infected with a small inoculum of parasites. Unfortunately, there 
was no serum remaining from normal cell recipients. Groups of 5 or 6 
NIH females, 22 weeks old were infected i. v. with 1x 104 p. ctua iuji 
p. r. b. c. The mice were injected i. v, immediately after with O. 5ml of 
Ci ii! -AN" 
normal serumhfrom either infected unfractionated immune cell recipients 
or infected enriched immune T cell recipients, collected on day 14 of 
infection. The resultant parasitaemias are shown in Figure 25. The 
serum from unfractionated immune cell recipients was more protective 
than that of control mice receiving normal serum. Although the serum 
from enriched immune T cell recipients was not as protective as t', t. 
from ugifractionated immune cell recipients, it is clear that this se rý- 
wag more protective than normal IIH serum from the number of mice 
which were subpatent in this group during the first 5 days of infection. 
Fig. 25. 
Repeat of experiment shown in Fig. 24(b) 
except that non-irradiated mice were used. 
hIH mice were injected i. v. with 0.5ml of 
sera collected on the 14th day of infection 
with i'. chabaudi in unfractionated immune 
cell recipients -0- 0- or enriched 
immune T cell recipients -1: 1 -Q- and 
also a control group which received normal 
: 41H serum -o-o- The serum recipients 
were injected i. v. with 1x 104 P. chabaudi 
p. r. b. c. 
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Identification stage of, P; chabaaffected by the host's 
immune re sponge 
P eriments were carried out in which both 05731 and `1I1 mice 
which were Imans to g"c were reinfeotod with a large number of 
parasites along with normal mices and the parasitaemias were examined 
regularly over 43 houre. 
in one mach aocperiment in Which C57BI nice were used, the 
iinune Rice had been inoculated with P. ! absuddi 52 days and 8 days before 
the start of the experiment. At 1045 hours, 2 immune and 2 normal mice 
were injected i.,. with 0.25a1 or 0.321 of infected blood concentrated 
by centri'ugation and resuspended in half the volume of plasma. F4oh 
mouse received 1.25 " 1.46 x 10d parasitised cells, consisting mainly 
of ring stages, which gave an instant paraeitaemia of about 2%. The 
growth and multiplication of the parasites was followed and is 
illustrated in Figure 26. In immune mice there was a decrease in 
parasitasmia over the next 43 hours with a lose of parasites between the 
trophosoite and schiaont stage. In the coat rol nice there was an 
overall increase in parasitaemia over the first 48 lours although there 
was a slight decrease d, iring the development period between the late 
tropiosoite stage and the echizont stage. The decrease in parasitasmia 
observed in controls between the late trophozoite and s chisont stage was 
much smaller than that which occurred in immune mice. This result 
suggests that the immunity is directed against the late trophozoite and 
schizont stale and possibly the inerozoite stage. 
In a similar experiment, phagocyrfieain by the spleens and liver 
of C57BI Bice vas examin. d in order to detect the parasite stages which 
were being removed from the circulattoh. The immune mice had been 
infected 162 days and 27 days before the start of the experiment and 
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Figure "a. 
The removal of P. chabauJi par"i., fites from tho 
blood of immune mice - v-- f and 
non-immune controls -0 - - 
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were 33 weeks old. Fire immune and 3 normal C57A1 mice were injected 
i. v. with 0.25m1 of concentrated blood between 0945 and 1006 hours to 
give an instant parasitaevia of 4.5%. Individual mice were killed off 
between 2330 hours and 0200 hours with schisogony being around 0000 
hours, and spleen and liver impression smears were made. There was 
an increase in parasitaemia from 5't to 17% after schizogony in control 
mice compared to a decrease from 5% to 1.9 in immune mice. ? here was 
no difference in the rate of growth between immune mice and control 
nice up to the sohisont stage although as in the previous experiment 
there was a greater loss of parasites in the blood of Immune mice than 
control mice from the late trophosoite to the sohisont stags. Gieasa's 
stained liver and spleen smears showed that from just before to just 
after schisogony, phagoytic monocytes had taken up red cells containing 
late trophosoites and schisonts with usually only 1 parasitized cell 
being taken up 'Ay, one phagocyte but larger numbers of parasitised cells 
were also taken up by singles phagoeytes. No phapoytosis of parasitised 
cells by po]ymorphs was observed in immune mice and there was no evidence 
of the phagooytosis of free merosoites either in aice. Although there 
was a slight withdrawal of late trophosoites from the peripheral 
circulation in control aice, no evidence of phagooytosis of parasitised 
red cells vas found. A further experiment demonstrated that if the 
immune nice were sacrificed between the ring and late trophosoite stages 
then no parasitised cells were taken up by the spleen or liver. 
The implication of these results using C57B1 mice immune to 
chabau4 infection ie that the intracellular stages from late trophosoite 
to schisont are the only intracellular stages which are phagocytosed in 
the spleen and liver. Experiments performed using 'iLLi mica gave 
similar results. 
ýº 
Discussion 
The protective effect of passively transferred sera isolated 
tyron irradiated nice which had been the recipients of unfractionated 
immune spleen cells, enriched Iniuns T oells or normal spleen cello 
reflected the Jaunts status of the serum donors. Just as unfractionated 
immune cells ire more proteotive than enriched imrwrs ': oells, sei a".: 
collected from the infected recipients of the former cells on du;, 4 
was more protective than serum collected from tue recipients of the . tter 
cells. Serum collected from normal cell recipients, which were the 
least protected of all mice, was not only the leerst protective of all 
sera collected from recipients on day 14 of infection, but appeared to 
onhanoo the parasitaemia when passively transferred to infected mice. 
It has been demonstrated previously that the protective effect of i=w" 
servo also reflected the lamme status of the donor during F'. ba__r. ¢h2j 
infection in rats (Phillips and : ioneo, 1972). 
The dev. lopMnt of increasingly effective t tune eerwa between 
days 11 and 14 of infection of epl en cell recipients is most evident 
for unfreotionated iaseme cell recipiente, but also occurs to a lesser 
kogree for enriched i rw T Cell recipients, 
Although the protective effect of serum from enriche1 immune 
T cell recipients Was short lived in this experiment, this does not an 
to may that humoral factors, presumably malarial antibodies, have no 
major role in immunity to P. chabnudi infection. It is possible that 
the experimental system in not an sensitive as it might be and perhaps 
could be improved by lecretsing the infective inooulwn given to the 
recipients of sera. 1l. no, as only access malarial. antibodies are 
obtninei in the serum of ionorn, most of' the -protective rntibociee 
produces in enriched i. mnlune cell recipients may be actually involved 
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in the elimination of parasites or oomp]. exsd to malarial antigens 
(Houba, g Lambert and Soya , 1975). The presence of antibody-antigen 
complexes can induce the production of suppressor calla which decrease 
the amount of antibody produced (Taylor and Basten, 1976). Anti. genic 
variation of malarial parasites may affect the protective properties of 
the transferred serum (Brown and Brown, 1965). As immunity to 
F'kno wlesi infection in monkeys increases, malarial antibodies can be 
produced in monkeys against parasite variants which have not previously 
been detected (Butcher and Cohen, 1972). ünfractionated immune 0911 
recipients in the P. chabaudi system W, therefore, produce some cross- 
reacting antibody which, when passively transferred to infected recipients, 
would be at least partially protective against new variants of parasites 
arising in these infected animals. &nriched immune T cell recipients 
have fewer memory B cells or plasma cells transferred to them than do 
unfractionated immune cell recipients so that the former mice can be 
expected not only to have smaller amounts of antibody produced, but also 
a smaller spectrum of antibodies, including cross-reacting antibodies 
directed against new variants which may arise during infection. 
In chapters 5 and 6 it was established that irradiated 
recipients of enriched immune T cells after infection with Fchabaudi 
were more likely to have parasitaemia relapses than irradiated recipients 
of unfractionated immune cells or enriched immune B cells. The 
decreased protective properties of serum from enriched immune T cell 
recipients compared to unfractionated immune cell recipients may continue 
into eubpatency of infection, allowing more parasites to survive and 
multiply, leading to relapsing patent paraeitaemias in enriched immune 
T cell recipients. (Unfortunately, due to the large number of mice 
required for this experiment, a group of enriched immun© B cell 
recipients could not be included, although it would have been useful to 
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obtain some information on the protective activity of serum from such 
mice )" 
The fact that there in initially sow protection fror nrum 
collected from enriched 1.. .T cell reoipi3nta iopliea that hinoral 
ieeianity has at least a partial role in iemwiity in these aiae. however, 
the inbalanoe in the proportion of T cells to B cells in irradiated mice 
which receive enriched Immune T cells could perhaps Lad to an increased 
role for some type of cell-mediated issmity to infection and lean of a 
hirnoral response (Finerty and Mrshl, 1976 and ese chapter 6 fbr discussion 
on the manifestations of ee11isdiated ismnity). This may be entirely 
an artificial situation, homer, and unlikely to occur where there is 
a normal proportion of T cells to B osils. 
Serum collected tro* normal cell recipients on day 15 w have 
enhanced paraeitaseias due to some I lIiosuppressive ! Motor in the serum 
although parasitasmias in serum donors were decreasing on day 15. 'rho 
enhanced paranitaemia could have been caused by a dilution offset in 
the passive transfer similar to that observed by Jerusalem, Weiss and 
Poels (1971), who found that serum which was normally protective to nice 
infected with g gi# actually enhanoed the parasitasmia when diluted. 
The mechanism of humoral immunity to the asexual blood stage 
of malarial infection is still unclear. There is evidence that 
malarial antibodies adhere to eactracellular parasites (Hamburger ani 
Kreier, 1975) and to merozoites (Miller, Aikawa and Dvorak, 1975). 
Merozoites agglutinate in the presence of immune serum in vitro (Butcher 
and Cohen, 1970; Miller et al., 1976). Parasitized cells from the 
late trophsoite to the schizont stage of development of P. knowIeii 
parasites can agglutinate in the presence of immune serum, bul earlier 
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stages in development of the parasite do not agglutinate (Brown and 
Brown, 1965). Observations with mice immune to 11. c i inoculated 
with around 10' 
8 
parasites, demonstrated that the parasitasmia greatly 
decreased as parasites in the blood developed froac late trophosoites to 
schisontsaompared to control mice. Giemsa's stained impressioij smears 
of the spleen and liver showed that late trophosoites and sohisonts were 
taken up by monooptes but no ring stages were taken up. Humoral 
immunity may, therefore, only be effective during a relatively short 
part of the parasite's asexual cycle in the blood. 
Agglutination of j parasitised cells with serum from 
infected animals doss not n.. sssarily coincide with Imminity yam 
(Butcher and Cohen, 1972; Brown and Hills, 1974). Some workers, 
however, have found some correlation with the i, vmms statue of malaria 
infected hoots and the inhibitory effect of sera from the.. hosts to 
the growth of parasites in culture (Butcher and Cohen, 19721 Wilson and 
Phillips, 1976) while other workers found no correlation (Miller, Powers 
and Shiro&shi, 1977). 
Thera would appear to be no rsquirim. nt for comrp3mont für 
t, ýq inhibition of parasite multiplication (Cohen and Autcher, 19701 
frovn at al., 197( and the" is no rsquireasnt for the third oomponent 
of ooplownt for imunity to Per i in yiyo (Diggs, Shen, Briggs, 
TALnd nalayºsr and Weber, 1972). 
It has been reported that antibodies are produced during 
er infection which adhere to non-infected erythrocytes (Zuckerman, 
1960; lustig et al. t 1977). These antibodies may be protective to 
the host by blocking receptors on erythrocytes which are required to be 
recognised by the penetrating erythrocyte, euch as the receptor 
seeoaiated with the Duffy blood group probably required for F. vilgx 
. S8 
invasion of human red blood cells (Miller, Mason, Clyde and Mo(uinnsss, 
1976). Antibodies produced against the host's own normal erythrocytes, 
however, may lead to anaemia as hyperbaw* serum to P. ail ac, un from 
chickens can protect chick embryos from infection but also produces 
slower increases in packed cell volume of. blood than in embryos treated 
with normal serum (McGhee, 1976)o. 
Opsonizing antibodies may be important in the elimination of 
parasites as there is evidence that macrophages show increased phagocytosis 
of parasites in the presenesaof immune serum (Zuckerman, 1947; Brown et 
al., 1970af Chow and Kreier, 1972; Hamburger and Ureier, 1975). 
Preliminary experiments with the P. chabendi system gave similar results 
although some normal red blood cells were taken up by macrophages. There 
is, however, one report of a cell-mediated effector ®chanisp which is 
possibly antibody-dependent to rodent malaria, as shown by the . vitro 
lysis of P. berkhel parasitized red blood cells in the presence of spleen 
cells (Coleman et a].., 10,75)e 
Serum factors other than antibody could play a role in inninity 
to infection, as for example, in the killing of intracellular E. LtQWWj 
and parasites in 8. C. ß. t wtised mice (Clark at al., 1976). 
The induction of interferon production in mice can result in the 
protection against infection by b. rrhs, i sporosoitea (Jaheil at al., 
1963), although there is controversy as to whether interferon can be shown 
to have a significant effect on blood stage infections, with J aheil at al. 
(1966) observing no protective effect and Schultz at al. (1963) observing 
protection in interferon treated mice. 
The results of these txperimente indicate the importance of 
humoral iimunity against malaria infection and taoint to an antibody- 
dependent immune response which probii', ly involves an effector cell, either 
the maoropiage or some unknown type of cell. 
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K con activity during Lria infection 
Although immunity to mrtlarld infection can be passively 
transferred with immun serum (see previous chapter), the protection 
which is obtained in recipients is usually only temporary, probably 
as a result of the short half-life of imminoglobulin in vivo, Effector 
cells which are ultimately responsible for the killing and/or removal 
of parasites from the oiraulation may depend on the presence of malarial 
antibodies for their action. There is evidence that macr phages may 
be effector cells, especially in the presence of opsonising antibodies 
(Brown st al., 1970; Chow and Kreier, 1972; also see chapter 7). 
Another mechanism which could be involved in the death of 
malaria parasites is antibody-dompendent cell-mediated cytotoxicity, a 
non-specific cytotoxic reaction of lymphoid cells on target cells in 
the presence of antibody directed against the target cell (? Aac*etnan 
and Harding, 1970; Per]aann and Perlaann, 1970). The effector cells 
are lymphocytes (Perlman and Perlman, 1970; Calder, Urbaniak, Penhale 
and Irvine, 1974; Sanderson and Taylor, 1976) and are known as K cells. 
There is evidence that K cells are neither B cells (Wisloff and Frelan, i, 
1973; Calder at al., 1974) nor T cells (Van Boatel, Stobo, Paul and 
Green, 1972) and may belong to the population of"null cells" (Greenberg, 
Hudson, Shen and Roilt, 1973) which exists in small numbers in lymph 
nodes and spleen cells of normal animals (Stobov Talal and 'auf, 1972). 
The class of antibody responsible for lysis of target cells in antibody- 
deondent cell-mediated cytotoxic reactions with K calls is the IgG 
frabt on of famunoglobulin (Caller at al., 1974) although immune complexes 
containing IgG may inhibit the reaction (Jewell and tiIac Tannan, 1973), 
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The gcti. vity of K cells may be important in the control of 
tumour development in mice (Chaffer, Calder and Irvine, 1976) and also 
in auto-. 1 une disease (Calder, Penhale, M. aoLennan, Barnes and Irvine, 
1973). Recent evidence has suggested that the K cell activity of 
peripheral ]. vaphocytes is increased in children infected with 
p. fA1cru (Greenwood, Odulo ju and Stratton, 1977). 
The 1 oill activit7 of sp100n 00112 from mice . infected with 
pp. biabsu i was asasured in order to 30termins 6betber the activity 
varies during a primary malaria infection. Chicken red blood cells 
(C. R. e. C. ) with rabbit anti-CRBC serum have been used successfully in 
assaying K cell activity of mouse spleen cells (Ghaffer, Calder and 
Irvine, 1976) and were used in preliminary experiments in this study. 
The technique for the essay of K cell activity is described 
in Materials and Msthode in Chapter 2. ? -tale C57BI mice aged between 
6 12 and 16 weeks old were injected Uritb 5x 10 P. chabauäi p. r. b. o. and 
the K cell activity of their spleens was compared to that of non-infected 
mice. Cultures containing rabbit anti-C. R. B. C. serum were performed 
at least in triplicate and control samples containing normal rabbit 
serum were performed in duplicate. Samples containing 1x 106 C. R. B. C. 
instead of spleen cells were also included as a further control. The 
percentage oytotoxicfty was calculated for each sample and mean values 
1 
standard deviations were calculated. Student t -tests were performed 
on the results. 
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In order to find a suitable dilut1on of rabbit anti-C. ". A. C. 
serum for use in subsequent experiments., dilutions of antiserum from 
10-3 . 10"6 were used in an assay with spleen cells from 2 normal C57! 1. 
nice at a spleen oe11sC. R. H. C. ratio of 40s1. Cytotoxicitq values are 
presented in Figure 27. The most efficient percentage cytotoxicity 
occurred with an antiserum dilution of 10.5 but with a further tenfold 
dilution the cytotoxicity Value drops oft considerably. A fairly 
steady value appeared between dilutions of 16-3 and 10 
.' 
and for all 
subsequent . xpsriients an antiserum dilution of 10"4 wen used. I. real 
rabbit serum at a dilution of 10 
4 
gave the least percentage cytotoococity, 
Ia all experiments cytotoxicity values for control samples containing 
normal rabbit serum were similar to that of controls without iymphocytes 
and/or antiserum. 
Three initial experiments to measure K cell activity in 
p. cha i infected mice were psrfbrm. d using different lymphoid spleen 
oellsC. R. B. C, ratios and the results are shown in Table 4. The pooled 
spleens from 2 mice approaching peak parasitasmia on day g of infection 
(with parasites still growing synchronously) had higher 6ytotoxioity 
values than controls for 3 lymphoid ce11sC. R. B. C. ratios of 10: 1,20: 1 
and 40: 1. In a second experiment, using ratios of lymphoid cellst 
C. R. B. C. of 1.25: 1,2.5: 1 and 591, spleen cells from mice on day 11 of 
infection, just after peak parasitasmia, had higher cytoto icity values 
than controls. Spleen cells from mice which on day 15 of infection 
had recently become subpatent, in a third experiment, once more had higher 
cytotoxicity values than controls with ratios of 1011 and 2O: 1, but at 
4011 there was a decrease in cytotoxicity values for spleen cells of 
infected nice, suggesting that the optiiaa1 ratio of spleen oeUsjC. R. d. C. 
was below 40: 1. 
i;. 27. 
Antibody-dependent cytotoxicity of pooled 
opleen cells fron 2 C57B1 mice. Cultures 
containinglxlO6 splenic lymphoid cells were 
incubated at 37°C with 5x 104 C. R. B. C. 's 
labelled with 
51Cr, in the presence of rabbit 
anti-C. R. B. C. serum at concentrations of 10-3 
-ý 10,6 or normal rabbit serum at 10 
4. 
she percentage cytotoxicity of the spleen 
cells was calculated as r 
51Cr 
release in 
presence of antiserum minus p51Cr release in 
presence of normal serum -0 - 0- "Te 
51Cr 
release in the presence of normal 
serum (") was the same as in controls 
containing C. R. B. C. 's and antiserum or normal 
sera.... but no spleen cells. 
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From these results it would appear that there was an increase 
in the non-specific activity of spleen cells of infected mice from at 
least just before peak parasitaemla until aloe became subpatent. 
Following these findings, preliminAry experiments were carried 
out to determine at what point during infection the K cell activity 
varied from mrmal. Cytotcxioity Values are given in Table 5 for 
indivliuml experiments perfbrmed with sic* at different stakes of the 
primary parasitasala. 
The cytotoxicity of spleen cells, from 2 infected twice with 
rising parasitaeaias at 6% and 7% on the third day of infection was 
efmi. lar to that of controls. Spleen cells from mice with parasi. t, terniia 
o: 4o%on the sixth day of infection had higher cytotoxicity values than 
controls. One of the 4 samples containing spleen cells from infected 
mice plus antiserum had a much lower cytotoxicity value than the other 
3 in the group and as a result the observations were not significant at 
p=0.05 but were significant at p=0.1. if the sample in gasstion 
was not included In the statistioal calculations there was eignificanoe 
at the 0.05 level. In another experiment in which mice ! iad 
paraeltaemias of 60% on day 5 of infection there was no significant 
difference between cytotoxicity values compared to controls, , although 
it ahoulJ be noted in this experiment that semnles incubated with 
normal rabbit serum had extremely high release of 
51Cr. 
Using mice 
with parasitasmias of 
10% after peak parasitaemia on day 11 of infection, 
there was no difference in cytotoxicity values of spleen cells from 
infected mice and non-infected mice, possibly once again due to the 
unusually high 
51Cr 
release in samples conteiitn}=, normal r bbi. t seruri. 
, r1een ce11r were also 
tr-itted w; th ^1TH4Cl for lvrin of mouse red bloo-I 
cells in this superiment, to compare results of samples with and without 
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mouse red blood cells, but no difference was found. The cytotoxicity 
value for spleen cells from infected mice was more than double that 
for spleen cells from uninfected mice after 13 days of infection when 
the infected nice had para: itaemiaa of 2% and 4;. 
8itilar experiments were oarsied out with lymphoid cons 
isolated from the blood of hmans infected with P. A? M at the 
M. R. C. Laboratories, Fajara, Q bi*,. t spbold cells were isolated 
by osntritugation of blood on VicoUVTrjoSij gradients and the optimal 
1Mhoid ce11tC. R. B. C. ratio we found to be 2 el fora rabbit antieerum 
dilution of 10-4. The results of 1D experiments eire presented in 
Table 6 and it was found that there was no signifioant difference between 
ottotoxioity values obtained for infected (fembiana and uninfected 
Caucasians. Obviously no general conclusions can be drawn from such 
a small sample of people, although the not percentage oytotoxicity (% 
release in presence of antiserum -% release in presence of normal 
serum) gives values (50 - 70%) for most of the subjects ermined which 
are within the range of most of 58 normal control subjects tested by 
Calder at al. (1974). Several problems were encountered in this study, 
including a tendency for C. R. B. C. 's to spontaneously lyse during 
experiments. This could have been as a result of using a different 
breed of chicken (Shavers) from that used In the study with mice, but 
it was more likely because C. R. B. C's were used which had been stored 
for up to five fays in Alsever's solution whereas fresh chick blood was 
used in each experiment involving mice. 
D usaion 
A preliminary investigation of u'ltibody-dependent cell- 
mediated cytotoxicity (K cell activit) of f: -locr ct' lls of 0578]. mice 
infected with c bdu i sugge steil that there was no decrease in K cell 
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activity during a primary infection, although other types of immune 
response can be depressed during malaria infection in mice (Salaman 
et al., 1969; Greenwood et al., 1971; Wedderburn, 1974; McBride et 
al., 1977). In fact, the results of several experiments suggested 
that there was an increase in R cell activity from just before peak 
parasitaemia until the parasitaemia became subpatent. Of 7 experiments 
where spleen cells were assayed for K cell activity from just before 
peak parasitaemia until subpatenoy, 5 demonstrated that there was an 
increase in K cell activity, and in at least 1 of the other 2 experiments 
results were obscured by the nigh spontaneous release of 
51Cr 
even in 
controls without spleen cells. This increase in cytotoxicity of spleen 
cells from infected mice to C. R. B. C. target cells in the presence of 
rabbit-a. lti-C. R. B. C. serum could be found in splesh cellsC. R. B. C. ratios 
of between 1.25 -40: 1. On the basis of spleen size, there would have 
been a much greater K cell activity from just before peak narasitaemia 
onwards because the spleens of infected mice become much larger than 
those of non-infected mice (3-4 times larger at peak petrasitaemia). 
No difference was found in the K cell activity of blood 
lymphoid cells from P. falcinarum infected humans, although there is 
really insufficient data on this study at present. Possible reasons 
for increased K cell activity not occurring in this case are that 
parasitaemias were much lower, peripheral lymphoid cell:, anJ not spleen 
cells were examined and a different host-parasite systemvs involved. 
Greenwood et al. (1977), however, have reported an increased K cell 
activity in the peripheral blood of children infected with P. falcivarum. 
Indirect evidence of possible cell-mediated immunity during 
the asexual stages of malaria infection ha: S been found with the 
desanstration of delayed hypersensitivity (Phillips et al., 1970; 
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P'in. rty and Krehl, 1976), the stimulation of T cells in the presence 
of antigen a vitro (Weinbaum at al., 1976a) and the existence in the 
serum of infected ania'L of a macrophage inhibition factor (Coleman 
at al., 1976). Malaria parasites injected into mice immunized with 
B. C. G. show signs of intracellular death within 2 days of injection, 
suggesting that a cytotox c cell or a cell releasing cytotoxic factors 
could be involved in the death of these parasites (Clark, Allison and 
Cox, 1976). There is, however, only one report of cell-mediated (and 
possibly antibodywdependent) cytotoxicity of malaria paraa! tes JA vitro 
(Coleman at al., 1975). 
One possible reason for increased K cell activity during 
malaria infection is that there is an increase in the mmtber of null 
cells in the peripheral blood of humans infected with P. falctnarum 
(. Jyler, 1976; Greenwood et al., 1977) and in the I mphoid tissue during 
acute g bei heA infection in nice (Krettli and Nuasenmieig, 1974), and 
K cells have been associated with null cells (Greenberg at al., 1973). 
There is no evidence from these experir. ients, however, that 
K cells are effector cells in the lysie of malaria parasites. If an 
antibpdy-dependent cytotoxic cell is involved in the lysis of parasites, 
eosinophils could not be discounted, an they and not K cells appear 
to be mainly responsible for the lye in of Tr. Danoao: aa arum parasites 
iy tyro (sanderaon, Lopez, Bann Morena, 1977). At a time when K cell 
activity was increased in vitro, it is likely that at that time in 
, 
pachabaudi infected animals there would be antibody antigen complexes 
in the circulation. The presence of timnune complexes in serum can 
inhibit K cell activity vt (Jewell and f ac Tennan, 1973) , 
therefore, it is possible that because of the presence of antibody- 
sntig'" complexes in F. chabaudi infected mice, the vivo activity 
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of K cells would be inhibited. It is possible that K cells are 
involved in the hssr-17tio anamia which occurs during acute malarial 
infection,, especially as auto-. antibodies MMY be at least partly responsible 
for the dastrnation of noraparasitised red blood cells (Zuckerman, 1960; 
Mom, 19761 lustig st al., 1977). 
The ool1-Mdiatsd oytotc icity of malaria parasites J& vitro 
may be difficult to detect bscause of the artificial nature of the 
experimental conditions ors altornativsly, because the parasite may be 
susceptible to lysis only during a very short part of its asexual 
ý. eto cý e tý ßq6 as the eztraoollular stags. The results in this 
chapter are only of a preliminary nature and further investigations 
"hoci]. l be carried out., --with the experiments being extended to using 
malaria p! rasitos as targrt oells in the prosoaa+ of immune serum. 
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The role of different splenic lymphoid cell types in the 
immune response to Pcha bam in inbred C57B1 and NIH nice has been 
investigated by the adoptive transfer of insane lymphoid cella, the 
passive transfer of immune serum and by examining the in vitro activity 
of splenic K cells from infected mice. 
Spleen cells from mice which had previously been infected 
with P. chab i could confer protection on irradiated and non-irradiated 
syngeneic recipients. Irradiated recipients were found to be more 
useful for subsequent investigations for 3 reasonst a) ®aller numbers 
of immune cells were required to confer protection On irradiated than 
non-irradiated recipients b) the difference between irradiated 
recipients of immune cells and normal cells was amplified compared to 
non-irradiated recipients a) the immune response of irradiated mice 
is depressed so that the protective activity of donor lymphoid cells 
could be examined with a diminished m retribution by the host's own immune 
systems 
Txradiated mice were found to be initially resistant to 
P. chabaudi infection even if no lymphoid cells were injected into mice 
after irradiation. This phenomenon was investigated and the results 
demonstrated that the injection of spleen or bone marrow cells could 
decrease or prevent this initial resistance. Similarly when mice were 
infected 22 days after irradiation, instead of 2 days after irradiation, 
the initial resistance to infection was prevented. Irradiated mice 
injected with immune serum and infected with F. cha b-M di 1 hour after 
irradiation were much more resistant to the parasite than non-irradiated 
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nice treated in the same way, suggesting that the mechanism of 
resistance amplified the effect of the immune serum. It is known that 
the reticulo-endothelial system of mice is stimulated by X-irradiation 
and the amplified effect of the immune serum in irradiated mice might 
result from an enhanced phagooytosis of opeonized parasites. Further 
experiments to -sxamine the influence of the reticulo-endothellal system 
in irradiated mice on the initial resistance to infection may provide 
further infbrmation on this subject. The blockading of the retioulo- 
endothelial system would show whether or not it was involved in the 
removal of parasites. The uptake of parasites by the reticulo-endothelial 
system could be examined by radio-labelling of parasites, although such 
an approach would have to be well controlled as late trophozoites and 
schisonts of P. chabudi probably withdraw into the deep tissues of most 
organs, including the spleen. Any stimulation of the reticulo-endothelial 
system in irradiated mice could be monitored by measuring the phagocytosis 
of carbon particles or antigen such as sheep red blood cello. It may 
also be possible to examine change of activity of phagooytic cells of 
the retioulo-endothelial system from irradiated mice vitro. 
Enriched subpopulations of immune T cells and immune B cells 
from mice previously infected with L chabgoi could confer protection 
on nice irradiated with 600 rads or 800 rade. ilnfraotionated Immune 
cells were found to be more protective than either enriched subpopulations 
of immune cells. Recipients of enriched immune T cells were found to be 
more susceptible to relapses than recipients of either enriched immune B 
cello or unfractionated immune cells. These results suggested that 
oorperation between T cells and B cells may be required for the most 
efficient protective immilne response to P. chabetudi. Comparing the 
protection obtained with enriched immune T cells in nice given 600 rails 
or 800 rads, it was seen that mice given 600 rads became subpatent before 
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nice given 800 rads, thus implying that the enriched 3ffinune T cello 
could have been cooperating with cells of the recovering immune stem 
in the mice given 600 rads. 
The protective effect of serum passively transferred from 
recipients of enriched insane T Dells or unfractionated im"nine cells, 
14 days alter infection, reflected the imm ane status of the immune cell 
recipients. Just as the unfractionated immune cell recipients had a 
higher dem of immunity to infection than enriched immune T can 
recipients, so the serum taken from the former recipients was more 
protective than serum taken from the latter recipients. 
The aocperimental s ynter used in these adoptive transfer studies 
could probably be improved in several ways, in order to decrease the 
amount of cooperation between enriched subpopulations of cells from donor 
mice and radioresistant cells in the recipient nice as well as between 
the main type of cell in the enriched subpopulation and minority cells 
within this Subpopulation. Recipient mice could be thymeotomised and/or 
treated with an anti-B cell serum such as anti-}i-chain serum before 
irradiation to einisise the contribution of the cell recipients to the 
immune response. The zTlon wool technique for the separation of T and 
B cells could also be 'improved. by, for example, passing cells through 
the columns sture than once. Other techniques for separating T and B 
cells should also be employed, such as immunoadeorbent columns (Brown 
at al., 19701, density gradient oentrifugation (Misheli, Dutton and 
Raidt, 1971), electrophoresis (Platsoucas, Griffith and Catsiapoolas, 
1976) or cell rosetting with beterologous erythrocytes (Gravely and 
Kreier, 19%). Enriched subpopulations of lymphocytes could be further 
purified by the i vitro yysis of small n mbeivof minobity types of 
lymphocytes using antiserum f complement. The numbers of T cells and 
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B calls in the spleens of sacrificed recipient mice should also be 
periodically checked throughout experiments in order that, für example, 
the variations in ni bers of B cells in nice injected with enriched 
immune T cells can be correlated with the immune status of the recipients. 
Relative n* bers of T cells and B cells can be identified by viability 
tests on small is»bers of cells treated with anti- thyvoc7te serum or 
anti-U chain serum + compl mt, respectively, and also by eocamining, using 
ultraviolet transmission microscopy, cells treated with antisera 
conjugated with fluorescein. 
The factor(a) responsible for the protective offset of serum 
from enriched inns me, T cell recipients and unfractionated immune cell 
recipients was not identified and therefore 9hou3A bei although it is 
likely that the factor was malarial antibody. Experiments in which sera 
are passively transferred from . ia ºe cell recipients might be performed 
to determine the relationship between the protective effect of sera from 
enriched Immune T cell recipient; and the high incidence of relapse in 
these mice. In such tperiaants it would perhaps be interesting to 
infect mice which receive "imume" serum with parasite populations other 
than the original one used to infect the immun, cell recipients, as this 
might provide information on the spectrum of protective malarial 
antibodies produced in isimme cell recipients. The diversity of 
malarial antibodies in serum may be important in preventing patent 
relapses occurring. 
Synergy between enriched imiae T cells and enriched immune 
B cells was eacamined by recombining these subpopulationa of c-ells, but 
the experiments gave inconclusive results and, therefore, deserve, 
clarification. A problem arising from this type of experiment is that 
it mey be difficult to distinguish between increased protection due to 
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synergy of donor cells or due to an actual increase in the total number 
of donor cells. The only clear out result from theme experiments was 
that there was no apparent synergy between enriched subpopulations of 
ingune cells and donor unpriaed lymphoid cells, although only 
coaparative], y small numbers of unprimed cells were used. Further 
experiments should be carried out to examine for synergy between 
different subpoptlations of immnae cells. More control groups of 
recipients given different numbers of only one of the enriched 
subpopu]. ations of JMMUne 00128 should be included to allow a better 
Comparison with a group which receives both enriched subpop. ations of 
insane cells. Varying the ratio of recombined enriched ianuns T cells 
and enriched immune B cells for injection into recipients my also be a 
useful exercise in examining for synergy since the only ratio employed 
in this study was 1: 1. 
No investigation was made in this study of the possibility of 
cell-oediated Immunity occurring in immune cell recipients and more 
especially in recipients of enriched immune T cells, where such a 
mechanism might be more likely to oeour than in unfraotionated immune 
cell or enriched immune B cell recipients. Delayed hypersensitivity 
in rodent malarial infections can be measured by the injection of 
plamuodial antigen into the footpad of mice (Finerty and Kreh1,1976) 
and the ancrophage migration inhibition factor can also be tested for 
(Coleman et al., 1976). 
Somme preliminary experiments were carried out to examine 
antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity of the spleens of mice 
infected with P. chabaudi. An Ja- j &rro culture system was used in which 
the non-specific ]psis of chick red blood cells in the presence of 
antiserum and spleen calls from infected mice was measured. Some 
technical difficulties were encountered in these experiments, one oC 
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which was the fragility of the target cell employed. The results 
obtained, however, suggested that the cell responsible for the non- 
specific 1ysis of target cells in this assaýyp the K cell, had an 
increased activity during a primary parasitaemia. This experimental 
approach is, therefore, worth pursuing in order to find at what point 
during the parasitaemia the K cell activity varies from the normal and 
also how long the increased activity lasts during the later stages of 
infection. It would also be of interest to attempt to use this type 
of experimental system in order to examine for lysis of P. cbabaudi 
parasitised cells or free parasites in the presence of spleen cells and 
iu une serum, as has been done by Ooleman at a1. (1975) with P ei. 
Srradiate'i anisala have been used extensively for many years 
as a source of imouwdepressed hosts for investigating the role of 
different syngeneic lymphoid cell types in the immune response to an 
antigen after adoptive transfer. This experimental system has been 
used successfully to demonstrate that lymphoid cells from mice immune 
to P. chabaudi can express unity in syngeneio recipients. It was 
further used to demonstrate that both T cells and B cells are probably 
required for the most effective immunity in mice against P. chabeiidi 
infection as has also been demonstrated in rats against P`ber2bei 
(Gravely and Kreier, 19%; Brown et al.  1976) and j oe, in mice 
(Jayaxardena et al. p 1977). The use of irradiated mice and P. ohabaudi 
may prove to be an ocoellent model system for examining the mechanisms 
of immunity to j. c t y4i, the knowledge about which may be useful for 
the development of vaccines against malaria. 
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